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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
VolumeIüvT Saturday, February 371917, Number '
Mrs. Johnson
A severe shock to this commun
ity was the news of the death of
Mrs. James W. Johnson, at her
home in the Pleasant View
Mrs. Johnson
had been in usual health until
last week and was seized with
convulsions, last Saturday. Drs.
Self and Plumlee were called and
a grate operation was performed
as, a last resort to save her life
but to no avail.
Lizzie Harrison was born at
Fort Worth, Texas, in the year
1882. She was married, April 9,
1916 to James W. ', Johnson and
has been a devoted wife and
mother to his small children,
bereft of their own. mother some
three years ago. Her death oc-cur- ed
as herein stated Jan. 27th.
at the age of a little over 85
years.
Funeral services were held at
the residence Wednesday, Jan.
31st. at three o'clock P. M. con-
ducted by Rev. Allman, of Solano
Interment was made at the pri-
vate burying ground on the Joha-so- n
farm.
The I.O. O. F. Lodge, of which
Mr. Johnson is a memper, attend-
ed the funeral in a body and in
regalia and beautiful floral offer-
ings from the Odd Fellows, and
Woodmen lodges adorned the
casket as tributes of esteem and
sympathy.
i card of thanks
We desire to try to express
our deep appreciation of the kind-
ness and hélpfullness rendered
us in our terrible bereavement in
the loss nf nnr beloved wife and
i momer. inesympamy oi uir
ROY, Mora County, New Mexico,
New Lodge Hall
The proposition for the erection
of a Lodge Hall, suitable for the
proper accommodation of the
Fraternal Societies of the town
is up for action in the near future
Prominent Masons have given
assurance that a Masonic Blue
Lodge will be organized here
when a suitable Hall is erected
for their use and it is estimated pit
that other orders will unite with
them in the support of a good,
well equipped and modern Lodge
hall with conveniences that lodg-
es in other towns have. It is
devoutly to be wished that .this
enterprise will go through. Here-
tofore there could be no Masonic
Lodge because there was no hall
and,1 by the same token, there
could be no hall because there
was no Lodge. Now we are in
line for both
Mr. Homer Hull, from Center
Colorado, is here visiting with.
his uncle, F. A. Bruce, and fam
ily.
Judge Foster has started the
foundation for a new concrete
walk in front of his buildings by
making a cinder walk to do tem-
porarily until freezing weather
is over.
Harry Woodward returned Sun- -
! day from á trip to Illinois on
which he visited relatives inTex-- I
as, Oklahoma, Kansas and other
I
places. His brother accompani- -
ed him from 'Illinois and will re-- ;
main with him here for a time.
Carroll Johnson, elbest son of
James W. Johnson, met 'with a
serious accident while ont shoot-
ing rabbits Saturday. T.ie gun
blew out the breech and he was
'seriously buured with powder
and bruised about his right eye.
The eye 3 not seriously injured
and his sight will uot be impaired
but it was a close call. i
R. J. Heflin has quite a roomy
house built on his new farm
north of town and will be ready
to farm it when spring arrives.
C. 0. Wenholz, proprietor of
the Mesa Garage and Livery at
Mills, was in town Tuesday and
called at and Anderson Garage
for some work they do that he is
not equipped for.
Messrs. McCarger and C. A.
Smith, of the Wilson Co. at Mills
are keeping the road hot between
Millsand Mosquero in their efforts to
to get the new store in readiness
for the Dig opening next Monday
They go through Roy at about
the speed limit and haven,t time
to stop.
The high wind from the South-
west the first three days of this
week was well calculated to get
on ones nerves by reason of its
s. The change to
a cold Northeast wind Wednes-
day was not especially a welcome
diversion. I lot of rain right now
would be more welcome than
either.
The "Forms" have been re-
moved from the front of the
Floersheim "building and it is
daily assuming more and more
of the pre-arrang- appearance
of the building is now easily ap-
preciated by all. '
This is one of the most modern
types of monolithic fire-pro- of
buildings and when it is complet-
ed with its own power, light and
heating plant. It is going to
make everybody sit up and take
notice.
Optlmittic Thought.
,
.. I.ry light. J)si(i hdyw; n4. n
rr hilow kftth no(kH atari
Village Licences
The question of taxing a Village
licence on the Saloons of Roy has
been worrying the city council
for some time. It has been set-
tled by the following decision in,
favor of the town of Springer
"Judge Thomas D. Leib of the
eighth judicial district court on
the 19th of this month rendered
what is one of the most important
decisions in regard to municipal
affairs decided for years in New'
Mexico. In case, J. W. Jenkins
vs. Village of Springer, et al in
which was involved the power of
village incorporated under
Chapter 117 of the Session laws
of New Mexico for and year 1909 '
to impose by ordinance a license
on retail liquor dealers. Judge
Leib decided that the village had
power to impose such a licese.
In the above mentioned case of
W. Jenkins, vs. Village of
Springer, et al, in which J. W.
Jenking was represented by
Messrs. Crampton, Remley and
Phillips, attorneys of Raton and
the Village of Springer by W. R.
Holly, village attorney.
This decision is far reaching
as there are a, number of villages
in New Mexico incorporated un-
der the provisions of said Chap-
ter.
Mr. Jones, father of Everett
Jones, arrived here Saturday
from Cashion, Oklahoma and is
meeting friends.
We received a letter from Mrs.
Sue. II. Pirn, of Huntley Montana
inquiring about this country as a
place to live in.
Mrs. Pirn is a daughter of C-- . K.
Herendeen, who owns a claim at
Solano and was a type setter in
our office soms fifteen years ago.
Quite naturally we urged all the
goodpoinlsof the Mesa as a
place to live.
Deputy Assessor
0
Mills from Feb. 51 h. to
noon of Feb. 10th.
Solano from Feb 12th to
noon of Feb. 17th.
O. W. Hearn Deputy.
Dr. McKinney, of Mosquero,
was a truest at the George Lewis
home in Roy last Friday. He
took occasion to do some shopping
also while in town and greet old
friends here.
mm
Prairie View
non 3
tfvorvVirvHv Íq uhnnf tn crof well
again from Grip in this vicinity.
Bill Weisdorfer and family were
guests at the Ben Grunig home
Sunday.
Mr. O. A. Butler and family
spent the day at Mr. Martinez
Sunday,
The Needle Club was enter
tained by Mrs. B. Wt i ;dorfer last
in altho the day was bad all that
were present report ihi best time
for several meetings. The next
meeting will be at Mrs. Amilc's
Wednesday Jan, 31st.
We are informed that Lawrence
Butler and family (will soon be
.ionic again on the Ranch we all
welcome them back. We miss
--
he Mrs. very much in our gath-;ring- s.
Little Leona Owen has had an
attack of the Rheumatism but is
recovering now.
To Hw Credit. .
"Tho cklmncjr-iwM- p uorer ronocM,"
.mtrlfod tho Otmorror ot Svon'ta wot
Assessment
It is plain that a lot of people
are trying to be careless about
giving in their property to the
Deputy Assessor. There is no
excuse for this. It has been
made plain that the Deputy would
be here to list property and his
dates and all know it is up to
them to come and turn in their
property for taxation. You can
neglect this if you want to but
it will mean an increase of 25
percent in your taxes and the
fault is yours. The assessment
law is not right but we all know
what it is and will have to abide
by it whether it suits us or , not.
Our new assessor has done his
best to meet the needs of this
people by appointing their choice
of men as his deputy, now let us
do our part in cooperating with
him and turn in our property
promptly.
Will Dunn is elated over the
new well drilled for him by the
Voelkejs this week at a depth of
126 feet with a 40 foot rise that
can't be lowered. He took out
casing, pump and windmill for it
and now has a well second to
none in the country.
ADVERTISED LETTERS
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico'
Jan. 3 1917,
The following is a list of letters
remaining in the Post Office, ut
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to Jan. 29,
No. 1 Mrs. Ida Payne - --Letter
2 John Conant - - - Letter
3 Monico Alemon - --Letter
4 Frank'Ufibarri - - Letter
returned to writer.
.
5 Irene Whitley Letter
forwarded.
6W. 0. Smith -- dead Letter
The above letters will remain
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
dnys nnd if uncalled for nt the
end of that time, sume will- be
sent to the Division of Deud Let-
ters, Washington 1). (1.
When calling for above letters
Please say "ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
letters delivered.
Wm. G. Johnson,
Postmaster, Roy, N. Mex.
A numper of our farmers are
breaking sod How. The ground
is in fine condition for breaking
and it is a common sight to see
men on the street with plow-
shares to have sharpened. We
saw A. J. Burleson with one the
other day. He is getting in the
fawning game right.
Mrs. Minerva Loggins, of ri,
was a guest of her sis-
ter, Mrs. George Lewis, several
days last week.
Fred Fluhmann called Satur-
day with ti sample of that Dutch
Sausage that he knows so well
how to make and renewed the
subscription for the paper he
sends his father in Texas. Fred
had a good crop last year afusual
and is planning for still greater
things this season. He is one of
the best type of D.utch farmers
than which they don't make bet-
ter in this or any other country.
Floyd Ivey and wife moved in-
to their 'new cottage on First
Street. It is one o, the tidiest
little homes in town and they are
justly proud and happy over a
real home of their very own.
Jack Mills is at home again and
has resumed his office of U. S.
Commissioner, with his offi ;e at
hia mother' item. - '
WhyNot
It is getting quite common now
for newspapers to take a punch
at and Gaggenheimers over their
reputed financial support of the
Villa insurrection in Mexico in
the effort to force intervention
by Uñele Sam. It is hardly fair
to load this crime all onto one
family of plutocrats. There are
a lot of others who would be
guilty of Treason if their activi
ties in the fostering of rebellion
in Mexico was proven. If it is
impossible to punish such crimi
nals it is at least fortunate that
we have a President and Con
gress human enough not to, fall
for their strenuous and persistent
efforts to force intervention in
what is not our business.
Why can't these people cut
loose from the U. S. and conquer
Mexico themselves and institute
a feudalism of their own in that
benighted land, It would cost
less than their efforts to drag
their prey in under the wings of
the U. S. Millionaire criminals
are far more bold with their
crimes than are common yeggs
but their objects and methods
are no less odious to honest,
thinking persons.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Davis
Sunday, January 29, a boy.
Born:- - to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Vigil, of Buyeros, at the Medina
home in Roy Saturday Jan. 27th.
a boy.
A counter charge was brought
against Pablo and Leopoldo Gal-lego- s,
father and son, charging
them with stealing a horse Car-
mel G. de Alde3.
Andres Ebel and Alfredo San-
doval were arrested Tuesday on
warrants sworn cut by Pablo
Gallegos charging them with im-
personating officers, demanding
the surrender of a herd of goats
and other property and threaten-
ing his life with a gun and shoot-
ing on his premises to intimidate
him.
Under the protection of the
Court, Mr. Gallegos told a differ-
ent . story about the horse from
what he told at the muzzle of a
gun and it appears, on the face
of it that the matter needs furth-
er investigation.
The Roy Schools were closed
down Monday on accountof short-
age of fuel. The fuel supply of
the town had been allowed to
run out and the schools suffered
in consequence. A car arrived
Tuesday and temporarily reliev-
ed the famine.
The Campfire Girls made a
nice little financial stake with
their popcorn sale Saturday.
They would have cleared stil
more had their facilities for pop-
ping the corn been equal to their
selling ability.
Mrs. George D. Miller dieo
Tuesday morning after a pro
tracted illness from Tubsrcu'csi
She is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Vargas and leaves par-
ents and brother, Husband and
two small children to mourn he
death. Mrs. Miller was a Roj
girl, well known here for manj
years and her untimely death it
regretted by many friends.
We took a joy-rid- e to Abbot
and back Sunday evening with
Mr. and Mrs. George Lewis in
their new ."Dodge Car." It is
worth while to get out in the
bright moonlight for a spin even
if the air isa bit ""Nifty. "It
almost makes a fellow make love
"ti h a wife" again.
N: Mex.J?rogress
For the benefit of the ex-Ne- w
Mexicans, who read the S-- and
especially for those to whom this
state is merely a "Yellow patch
on the Map of the U. S, we pub
lish the following statistics com
piled by the El Paso Herald, which
shows that civilization is doing
much for this new state and that
is being noticed by the wise in
vestor who realizes that the over
crowded East offers little return
for ir vestment compared to this.
last state in the union to natural
resources are developed and
brains instead of mere chance
controls its destinies.
New Mexico Adds 30,000 to
Population And Millions to Re-
sources in Year 1916.
,
Increased in population 30,000
making it 405,000.
Increasedareaundercultivation
(including forage crops) to 1,950
000 acres. -v
Increased area under irrigation
to 860,000 acres.
Increased value of all livestock
to" $95,000,000.
Increased number of cattle
owned to 1,100,000 worth $40,
000,000.
Shipped from state 270, 000 head
of steers.
Increared value of dairy cattle
$2,400,000.
Produced $10,000,000 worth oí
lambs.
Produced 18,000,000 pounds of
wool. ( (
Increased income from state
owned lards to $750,000, from
$50,000 in 190G.
Increased expenditures for
public education to $2,000,000.
Completed expenditure cf $2,
500,000 for highway construction.
Produce! metals worth $33,
463, C00.
Prodi c 3d 4,000,000 tons coal,
1,350,000 in gold
91,400,000 pounds of
copper,
36,500,000 pounds zinc
7,100,000 pounds lead.
Opened 12 new mining districts
on ore bodies justifying heavy in-
vestment in equipment.
Sold agricu'taral products worth
$41,000,000.
Produced 8,100,000 bushels of
cereals worth $14,282,000.
2.104,000 bushels of wheat
2,625,000 bushels of corn.
425,000 bushels of leans.
816,000 bushels of potatoes,
119,000 barrels of apples,
383,090 tons of hay.
Increased total bank recources
$40,000,000.
Increased assessed valuation to
$350,000,000." ,
it razorback is fast becoming
extinct in New Mexico, and if
there are still people in the state
who want hogs for speed rather
than pork, they had better get
on the job and get possession of
some of these speed animals be-
fore the club boy drives them all
out $f the state, Believe me,
they are g ring out fast; faster
than they did in Iowa and Illi-
nois and some of the other real
hog states of the Union, and all
because the club boy Í3 on the job
club boys know what pays and are
going to have it, nomatter what
dad says, or what the custom oí
the community has been hereto-
fore.
Do you know that two hundred
boys went in for better hogs last
year, and had them, too, and
that this year four hundred boys
are going that one letter, and
are going to have fourhundred of!
the best hogs to be obtained any
where,
.
H. E. Dean and wife of Solano
drove up the line to Hollie John
son'i 'camp and topk dinner with
tierra Sunday,
ii fni il ' - C
of the I. 0. 0. F. and Woodman
lodges and the universal kindneF3
shown us will ever bé remember-
ed. .
JAMES W. JOHNSON
' and Family
Critics
It will be interesting to save a
copy of some of the newspaper
comments on the proposal of
President Wilson to settle the
war and make a stand for World
Peace. Our guess is that the
time will come when those who
have indulged in sarcastic re-
marks and criticisms and declar-
ed it can't be done and it is fool-
ish to suggest it will disavow
their utterances and try to for-
get they had said it.
It takes less brains to be a
critic and find fault than for any
other line of thinking, Thus
many can "knock" who could
not take the initiative in any-
thing.
Christ was crucified by a bunch
of critics for teaching the prin-
cipals of World Peace but his
teachings have lived on and gain-
ed some headway. Now, when
the greatest and most highly
trained mind in the world today
utters from the exalted position
of Head of the greatest nation
on earth a repetition of the mes-
sage of "Peace on earth, good
will toward men," and offers
the most practical methods ever
conceived for its accomplishment
it is well for lesser men to hold
their peace and listen to the voice
of wisdom.
Rehearsal of the full chorus
for the Cantata, "Snow White"
was held for the first time at the
School house Monday evening
.with very gratifying results. The
leading characters have been
wprking hard on their parts and
the Chorus is well trained. Furth-
er rehearsals will be had to per--
'féct the' détaiiróf the affaii be-
fore decking ofl,,th'4t. ...iVt i I
I
' Í
THE SPÁNÍ3HÁMÉRÍCÁM;
He shook his head and gazet away.Jeb had never attne armed before bryonle affiliations with the people of
hlB enemy.
say: "Dawn, do ye. aow why I don't
come over thar no more?"
üiadixs notie BUCK
L&OT)SAUTHOR0 ''TeCALLoftheCUMDEE
IILUSTKATIQP &
ZOPYMGfTOY I I V "
8YN0PSI8.
8
Juanita Holland, a Philadelphia young
woman of wealth, on her Journey with
he guide, Good Anne Talbott, Into the
heart of the Cumberlands to become a
teacher of the mountain children, faints
at the door of Fleten McNash'a cabin.
8h overhear a talk between Bad Anee
Havey and one of hla henchmen that ac-
quaints her with the Havsy-McBrl- feud.
' Talk with him and they become antag-onlit- a.
Cal Douglas of the Havey clan la
on trial In Peril, for the murder of NoahWyatt, a McBrlar. Juanita and Dawn
McNaah become frlenda. Cal Douglas la
acquitted. Nash Wyatt attempts to kill
him but Is himself killed by the Haveyi.
Milt McBrlar meets Bad Anse and dis-
claims responsibility for Wyatt's attempt
to kill Douglas. They declare a truce,
under pressure from Good Anse Talbott
Juanita Ihlnka ah flnria that Bad Anse
Is opposing her efforts to buy land and
build a school. Milt McBrlar breaks the
truce by having Fletch McNaah mur-dfre- d.
Jeb McNash begs Bad Anse to tall
him who killed his father, but Is not told.
' Juanita and Bad Anse further mlsunder- -
stand each other. Bad Anse tells Juanita
ha does not tight women and Juanita gets
her land and cabin. Jeb refrains from
killing Young Milt McBrlar, as he Is not
sure Young Milt Is the murderer. Young
Milt and Dawn meet several times, re-
sulting In a demand from Bad Anse that
Dawn leave Juanlta's cabin. Juanita and
Good Anse go to see Bad Anse, who again
ays that the school will fall because it
has been started by Juanita in the wrong
Way. Juanita begins to understand Bad
Anse's dream of regeneration for his peo-
ple. Young Milt and Bad Anse lay aside
the feud for the time to prevent theburning of the new schoolhouse. Dawn
remains with Juanita. Bad Anse finds
himself drifting dangerously near Juanita.
.CHAPTER XVI Continued,
The girl from Philadelphia had for
some days been watching the road
which led In tortuous twists from Peril
to the gap. She herself hardly realized
how expectantly she bad watched It
She was thinking of the man she
Ti ad sent away and wondering what
their meeting would he like. And the
girl of the hill sitting near by would
look on, her fingers gripping them-
selves tightly together and an ache in
her own heart Deep in Dawn's nature,
which had been coming of late into a
sweetly fragrant bloom, crept the ran-
cor of a fierce jealousy for the man
from "down below" whom she had
never seen, but whose letter could
make Juanita forget present things
and drift away Into a world of other
days and other scenes a world In
which Dawn herself had no part
Juanita was wondering If, after all,
she had not misjudged Roger Malcolm.
She wanted to think she bad, because
ber heart was hungry for love.' She
Into his eyes came that troubled look
which nowadays they sometimes wore.
"I reckon it wouldn't hardly be hon
est for me to come. I've told ye l
don't think the thing will do no good."
He was looking at her and his hands
slowly clenched. Her beauty, with the
enthusiasm lighting her eyas, mad
him feel Jike a man whose thirst waa
killing him and who gazed at a clear
spring beyond his reach or,' like the
caravan driver whose sight is tortured
by a mirage. He drew a long breath.
then added:
'I've , got another reason an' a
stronger one for not comln' over there
very often. Any time ye wants me for
'anything I reckon ye knows I'll come."
v
"What Is your reason?" she demand
ed.
.
"I ain't never been much interested
in any woman." He held her eyes so
directly that a warm color suddenly
flooded her cheeks, then he went on
with naked honesty and an uncon-
cealed bitterness of heart: "When I
puts myself In the way. of bavin' to
love one, I'll pick a woman that won't
have to be ashamed of me some
mountain woman."
For an Instant .she stared at him in
astonishment, then she exclaimed:
"Ashamed of you! I don't think any
woman would be ashamed of you, Mr.
Havey," but, recognizing that her voice
had been overserlous, she laughed, and
once more ber eyes danced with gay
mischief.
"Don't be afraid of me. I'll promise
not to make love to you.
"I'm obleeged," . he said slowly.
"That ain't what I'm skeered of. I'm
afraid ye couldn't hardly stop me from
makln love to you."
He paused, and the badlnageleft
her eyes.
"Mr. Havey," she said with great
seriousness, "I'm glad you said that
It gives us a chance to start honestly,
as all true friendship should start In
some things any woman Is wiser thao
any man. You won't fall in love with
me. You thought you were going to
hate me, but you don't"
"God knows I don't," he fiercely in-
terrupted her.
'
"Neither will you fall In love with
me. You told me once of your superior
age and wisdom, but In some things'
you are still a boy. You are a very
lonely boy, too a boy with a heart
hungry for companionship. You have
had friends only In books comrade--shi-
only In dreams. You have lived1
down there In that old prison of
house with a sword of Damocles hang-
ing always over your bead. Because
we have been In a way congenial, yo
are mistaking our friendship for dan-
ger of love."
Danger of lovel He knew that It
had gone past a mere danger, and his-eye- s
for a moment must have shown,
that he realized Its hopelessness, but
Juanita shook her head and went on:
"Don't do It It would be a pity. I'm
rather hungry, too, for a friend; I
don't mean for a friend In my work,
but a friend In my life. Can't we be
friends like that?" .
She stood looking Into his eyes, and
slowly the drawn look of gravity left
his face. ',
He had always thought quickly and
dared to face realities. He was now
facing his hardest reality. He loved
her with utter hopelessness. Her eyes
told him that It must always be Just
that way, and yet she had appealed tc
him she had said she needed his
friendship. To call It love woujd make
It necessary for her to decline It
Henceforth Ufe for Anse Havey was
to mean a heartache, out if Bhe want-
ed his allegiance she might call It
what she would. It was hers.
Swiftly he vowed In hla heart to set
a seal on bis Hps and play the part she
jmd assigned to him.
"I'm right glad ye said that" he en-
sured her. "I reckon ye're right I
reckon we can go on flghtin' and bein'
friends. Ye see, as I said, I didn't know
much about womenfolks, an' because I
liked ye I was worried."
She nodded understanding.
Suddenly he bent forward and bis
words broke Impetuously from his
lips.
"Do ye low to marry that man Mal-
colm?" He came a step toward her,
then raising his hand swiftly, he add-d- :
"No don't answer that question!
That's your business. I didn't have no
license to ask. Besides, I don't want
ye to answer it."
"It's a bargain, isn't it?" she smiled.
"Whenever you get lonely over there
by yourself and find that Hamlet Isn't
as lively a companion as you want,
or that Alexander the Great Is a little
too fond of himself, or Napoleon is
overmoody, come over here and we'll
try to cheer each other up."
"I reckon," he said with an answer
lng smile, "I'm liable to feel that way
tonight, but I ain't comln' to learn civi-
lization. I'm just comln' to see you."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Fashionable Ills Disappear.
Some of the most fashionable Lon-
don physicians have been badly bit
by the war. This is mainly caused by
the shrinkage in the number of Imag-
inary ailments. Those people who
used to swell the fashionable physi-
cians' bank balance prodigiously with
their fancied maladies have now sim
ply no time to Imagine themselves
111, or rather the war has distracted
their attention. One never seems to
meet a bypochondrlao or neurotic In
these days. The war has also been
the cause of the termination of many
family feuds.
Roosevelt's Idea. '
A man who is good enough to shed
his blood for his country is good
enough to be given a square deal '
More than that no man is entitled to,
and less than that no man shall have.'
Theodore Reosevelt
that night When Fletch fell Now he
was never unarmed. .
"Don't, Jeb!" she screamed In a
transport of alarm, aa she braced her-
self and summoned strength to seize
the hand that held the weapon.
Jeb shook her roughly off and
wheeled again to face the visitor with
the precaution of a sldewlse leap. He
had expected that the other boy would
use that moment of interference to
draw his own weapon, but the young
McBriar was standing In the same at
tltude, holding bis hat In one band
while he reassured the girl.
"Don't fret Dawn; thar hain't noth- -
In' ter worry about" he said; then,
facing the brother, he went on In a
voice of cold and almost scornful com-
posure: . '
"Thet hain't ther first time ye've seed
me acrost the Bights of a gun, Is It
Jeb?"
"What does ye mean?" The other
boy's face went brick-re- d and he low
ered his muzzle with a sense of sudden
sh&me.
'
"Oh,1 I héered about how old Bob
McGreegor told ye a jjassel of lies
about me, an' how ye come acrost ther
ridge one day. I reckon I kin guess
the rest" -
"WelLwhat of hit?" Jeb stood with
tils pistol now hanging at bis Bide,
but In his eyes still glowed the fire of
hatred. ' -
"Jest this," young McBrlar went on:
"I ain't got no gun on me. I ain't even
got a' Jackknife. I lowed that ye
mought be right smart incensed at
my comln' hyar an' I come without no
weapon, on purpose. Ef ye hain't
skeered of me when I'm unarmed,. I
reckon ye kin put your own gun back
in ther holster."
Jeb McNash slowly followed the
suggestion, and then coming forward
until the two boys stood eye to eye,
he Bald In deliberate accents: "I reck-
on ye don't low I'm skeered of ye."
"I reckon not" Young Milt's tone
was almost cheerful. "I reckon ye air
Jest about as much skeered of me es
I am of you an' that ain't none."
"What does ye want hyar?" persist-
ed Jeb.
"I wants first to tell ye an' I hain't
never lied ter no fejler yit thet I
don't know nothln' more about who
kilt Fletch than you does. If I did,
so help me Qod Almighty, I'd tell ye.
I hain't tryln' ter shield no murder
ers."
There was a ring of sincerity In the
lad's voice that carried weight even
into the bitter skepticism of Jeb's
heart a skepticism which had refused
to believe that honor or truth dwelt
east of the ridge.
"I reckon, ef that's true," sneered
the older boy, "tbar's them In yore
house thet does know."
At that Insult It was Young Milt
whose face went first red and then
very white.
"Thet sails fer a fight Jeb," he said
with forced calm. "I can't harken ter
things like thet. But first I wants ter
say this: I come over hyar ter tell ye
thet I knowed how ye felt an' thet I
didn't see no reason why you an' me
had ter Quarrel. I come over hyar ter
see Dawn, because I promised I
wouldn't try ter see her whilst she
stayed down at the school an' be--
cauoe I wants ter see ber an' lows
ter do hit . Now will ye lay aside yore
gum an' go out thar in ther road whar
hit hain't on yore own ground, an' let
me tell ye thet ye lied when ye slurred
my folks?"
The two boys stripped off their
coats In guaranty that neither had
hi iden a weapon. Then, while the girl,
who was really no longer a girl, turned
back Into the flrelit cabin and threw
herself face downward on her feather
bed, tbey silently crossed the stile Into
the road and Milt turned to repeat:
"Jeb, thet war a lie ye spoke, an' I
wants ye ter fight me fa'r, fist an'
skull, an' when we gits through, ef ye
feels like hit, we'll shake hands. You
an' me ain't got no cause ter quarrel.'
And so the boy in each of them,
which was the manlier part of each,
came to the surface, and into a bitter
and long-foug- battle of fists and
wrestling, in which both of them rolled
In the dust, and each of them obsti
nately refused to say "enough," they
submitted their long-fostere-d hostility
to one fierce debate. At last, as the
two lay panting and bloodied there In
the road, it was Jeb who rose and held
out his band.
"So fur es the two of us goes, Milt,"
be said, "unless ther war busts loose
ergin, I reckon we kin be friendly."
Together , they rose and recrossed
the stile and washed their grimed
faces. Dawn looked from one to the
other, and Jeb said: "Milt, set yore-sel- f
a cheer. I reckon ye'd better stay
all night. It's most too fur ter ride
back."
And bo, though they did not realize
It the two youths who were to stand
some day near the heads of the two
factions, had set a new precedent and
had fought without guns, as men had
fought before the feud began.
Jeb kicked oft bis shoes and lay
down, and before the flaming logs sat
the Havey girl and the McBrlar boy
talking.
CHAPTER XVIII.
When winter has come and settled
down for Its long siege In the Cumber-land-s
human life shrinks and shrivels
into a shivering wretchedness, and a
spirit of dreariness steals into the hu-
man heart.
The house of old Milt McBrlar was
not so dark and cheerless a hovel as
the houses of his lesser neighbors, but
as that winter closed In his heart was
bitter and hla thoughts were black.
In a roundabout way be had learned of
Yoang M lif e' visit to the McNash cab-
in, HlajBpf waB the".. apple. of.Jiis eye
an3 now' he was seeing him form em-- ,
Young Milt had visited Dawn; he
had watched with Anse Havey. The
father had always taken a natural
pride In the honesty that gleamed
from his son's alert eyes, and the one
person from whom he had concealed
his own ways of guile and deceit most
studiously was the lad who would
some day be leader In his stead. There
were few things that this old Intriguer
feared, but one there was, and now it
waB tracing lines of care and anxiety
in the visage that had always been so
masklike and Imperturbable. If his
son should ever look past his outward
self and catch a glimpse of the Inner
man, the father knew that he would
not be able to sustain the scorn 01
those younger eyes. So, while the
lad, who bad gone back to college In
Lexington, conned his books, his fath-
er sat before the blaze of his hearth,
his pipe tight clamped between his
teeth, his heart festering In his breast
and his mind dangerously active.
The beginnings of all the things
which he deplored, and meant to pun-
ish, went back to the establishment of
a school with a "fotched-on- " teacher.
Had Dawn McNash not come there,
his boy's feet would not have gone
wandering westward over the ridge,
straying out of partizan paths. The
Bllmness of her body, the lure of her
violet eyes, and the dusky meshes of
ber dark hair had led his own son to
guard the roof that sheltered her
against the hand of arson the father
had hired. , .
But most of all, Anse Havey was re-
sponsible: Anse Havey who had per-
suaded his son to make common cause
with the enemy. For that AnBe Havey
must die.
Heretofore Old Milt had struck only
at lesser men, fearing the retribution
of too audacious a crime, but now bis
vfenom was acute, and even such grave
considerations as the danger of a holo
caust must not halt its appeasement
Still the mind of Milt McBriar, the
elder, had worked long In intrigue, and
even now it could not follow a direct
line. Bad Anse must not be shot down
In the road. His taking off must be
accomplished by a shrewder method,
and one not directly traceable to so
palpable a motive as his own hatred.
Such a plan his brain was working
out, but for Its execution be needed a
hand of craft and force such a hand
as only Luke Tblxton could supply
and Luke was out West
It was not his Intention to rush hast
ily Into action. Some day he would go
down to Lexington and Luke should
come East to meet him. There, a bun
dred and thirty miles from the hills,
the two of them would arrange mat-
ters to his own satisfaction.
Roger Malcolm had gone back, and
he had not after all, gone back with a
conqueror's triumph. He was now dls-
cussing In directors' meetings plans
looking to a titanio grouping of Inter
ests which were to focalize on these
hills and later to bring developments.
The girl's school waa gradually mak
lng Itself felt and each day saw small
classes at the desk and blackboar- d-
small classes that were growing larger.
Now' that Milt had laid the ground
work of his plans, he was making the
field fallow by a seeming of general
beneficence. His word had gone out
along the creeks and branches and In
to the remote coves of his territory
that it "wouldn't hurt folks none ter
give their children a little 1'arnln'."
In response to that hint they trooped
in from the east, wherever the roads
could be traveled. Among those who
"hitched an' lighted" at the fence were
His Pipe Clamped Between His Teeth,
His Heart Festering In His Breast.
not only parents who brought their
children, but those who came Impelled
by that curiosity which lurks in lonely
Uves. There were mea In jeans and
hickory shirts; women m gay shawls
and linsey-woolse- y and calico; people
from "back of beyond," and Juanita
felt her heart beat faster with the hope
of success.
"I hear ye've got a right plentiful
gatherln' of young barbarians over
there at the college these days," said
Anse Havey one afternoon, when they
met up on the ridge.
Her chin came up prldefully and her
eyes sparkled.
"It has been wonderful," she told
him. "Only one thing has marred It"
"What's that?" he asked.
"Your aloofness. Just because I'm
going to Bmash your wicked regime,"
she laughed, "is no reason why you
should remain peeved about - it and
sulk in your tent" .
The girl bad only nodded and the
boy went on: .
"Well, some day when ye're at Jeb's
oabin I'm thar. I hain't
ter come sllppln', but I'm comln'
open an' upstandln', an' Jeb an' me are
goin' ter talk about this business."
"No! Not" she had exclaimed, genu
inely frightened and in a voice full
of quick dissent "Ye mustn't do It,
Milt; ye mustn't Ef ye does, I won'-- t
see ye."
"We'll settle that when I gits thar.
I Jest lowed I'd tell ye," persisted the
boy stubbornly. "I reckon I mustn't
talk ter ye now I'm pledged," and
without another word he shook up the
reins on his horse's neck and rode
away.
So tonight, while the moon was
weaving Its spell over several hearts,
the son of the McBrlar leader was rid-
ing with a set face over into, the heart
of the Havey country, openly to visit
the daughter of Fletch McNash.
Jeb was sitting before the fire with
a pipe between hla teeth and Dawn
plunked on a banjo not the old folk
lore tune that had once been her reper-
toire, but a newer and sweeter thing
that she bad learned from Juanita, Hoi
land.
Then, as a confident voice sang out
from the darkness," "I'm Milt McBrlar
"Oont, Jeb!" She Screamed In a Trans
port of Alarm.
an' I'm In,!' the banjo fell
from the girl's hands and her fingers
clutched In panic at her breast
She saw her brother rise from his
chair and heard his voice demand truc-
ulently;, "What ther hell does yon
want hyar?"
Though Anse Havey strode up the
steep trail to the crest that night with
long, elastlo strides, seeking to burn
up the restlessness which obsessed
him, he found himself at the top with
no wish to sleep and no patience with
the Idea of confining bis thovghts be
tween walls.
Anse Havey felt that something was
missing from his life; something of
the barbarian order had become sud
denly hateful to him. Into the gray
eyes crept a suffering, and the brows
came together In helpless perplexity.
Juanita was a woman of an exotic
race who chose to think that life comes
to perfection only under glass. He
was a leader of a brier-tangle- d and
shaggy clan men who were akin to
the eagles. No menace or threat of
death had ever made him deviate from
bis loyalty to that people. But now a
foreign woman had come and be was
comparing himself with the well-dresse-
soft-voice- d man wha was her
visitor and feeling himself a creature
of uncoutbness.
He found himself wishing that he,
too, was smoother. Then he flung
the thought from him with bitter
and a low oath broke from
his lips. Was he growing ashamed of
his life? Was he wishing that his
eagle's talons might be manicured and
bis pinions combed?
"If ye've done come down to that,
Anse Havey," he said aloud, "It's about
time ye kilt yourself."
No, he protested to his soul, he had
disliked Roger Malcolm because Roger
MaJcdm had spoken of a project of
plunder and stood for his enemies of
the future; but bis soul answered that
he thought little of that, and that it
was because of the obvious understand
Ing between this man and Juanita Hol-
land that a new hatred had been born
In his heart
At the scant welcome of his greeting
young Milt McBriar stiffened a little
from head to foot, though he bad not
anticipated any great degree of cordial-
ity.
He climbed the stile and walked
across the moonlit patch of trampled
clay to where the girl stood leaning,
weak-knee- d with fright, against the
lighted frame of the door.
"Jeb," he said slowly to the boy,
who had stepped down Into the yard,
"how air ye?" Then, turning to Dawn,
with his hat In his hand, he greeted
her gravely.
But the son of the murdered man
stood still and rigid and repeated In a
hard voice: "What ther hell does ye
want hyar?"
"I come over hyar ter see Dawn,"
was the calm response, and then, as
the girl convulsively moistened her
dry lips with her tongue, she saw her
brother's hand sweep under his coat
and come out gripping heavy revol-- .
'" " "'"''ver." ;
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guest that Anse Havey broke his re-
solve and for the first time came
through the gate of the school. She
saw him come with a pleased little
sense of having broken down his re-
serve and a feeling of feminine vic-
tory.
A moment later the mountaineer was
standing on the steps and shaking
hands with Roger Malcolm, whom he
greeted briefly and with mountain re-
serve.
"I was down at Peril with a couple
of teams," he said, turning to Juanita,
"an' I found a lot of boxes at the sta-
tion for ye. I 'lowed ye didn't hardly
have any teams handy, so I fotched
'em back to my house. I'll send them
over in the morning', but I thought
I'd ride over tonight an' tell ye".
She had been wondering how, at a
time of mired roads, she was to have
those books, which she would soon
need, brought across the ridge. Now
he had solved the prohlem for her.
Anse Havey stood leaning against a
porch post his broad shoulders and
clearcut profile etched against the
moonlight as he studied the Phlladel- -
Dblan. Suddenly he asked abruptly:
"Have ye found anything that inter
ests ye In the coal an' timber Une?"
Roger Malcolm glanced up and
knocked the ash from his pipe against
the rail of the porch. He had not bus
pected that his rambles about the hills
with a set of maps and a geologist's
hammer had been noted.
But he showed no surprise as he an
swered with perfect frankness: "Yes
and no. I came primarily to see how
Miss Holland was progressing with
her work. It's true I have thought
something of Investing In mountain
resources, but that lies in the future."
Havey nodded and said quietly: "I
hope ye decides to Invest elsewhere."
"So far as a casual Inspection shows,
this country looks pretty good to me,"
rejoined Malcolm easily. "I may buy
here provided, of course, the price la
right"
"This country's mighty pore." said
the head of the Haveys slowly. "About
all it can raise is a little corn an' a
heap of hell, but down underneath the
rocks there's wealth."
"Then the man who can unlock the
hills and get It out ought to be wel-
come as a benefactor, ought he not?"
Inquired the Easterner with a smile.
"He won't be," was the short re-
sponse.
"Why?"
"The men from outside always aim
to get the benefit of that wealth an'
then to move us off our mountains, an'
there ain't nowheres else on earth a
mountain man can live. Developln'
seems pretty much like plunderin' to
us. We gen'rally ask benefactors like
that to go away."
"And do they usually go?"
"No; not usually. They always
goes."
"Do you expect me to believe that,
Mr. Havey?" queried Malcolm, still
smiling. i
"I don't neither ask ye to believe it
nor to disbelieve It," was the cool
"I'm just tellin' It to ye, that's
all."
Malcolm refilled his pipe and offered
the tobacco pouch to Havey. Anse
shook his head with a curt "Much
obleeged," and the visitor said casual-
ly: "Well, we needn't have any argu-
ment on that score yet, Mr. Havey. My
activities, if they eventuate, belong to
the future, and when that time comes
perhaps we shall be able to agree,
after all."
"I reckon we won't hardly agree on
no proposition for despollln' my peo-
ple, Mr. Malcolm."
,
"Then we can disagree, when the
time comes," remarked the other man
with a trace of tartness in his voice.
"Then ye don't aim to develop us
Just now?"
Malcolm shook his head, the glow of
his pipe bowl for a moment lighting
up a face upon which lingered an
amused smile.
"Not this time. Another time, pe
haps."
"All right, then." Havey's voice car-lie-d
a very masked and courteous but
very unmistakable warning. "When-
ever yet get good an' ready we'll ar-
gue that."
He bowed to the girl and turned into
the path which led down to the gate.
CHAPTER XVII.
It was one of those nights under
whose brooding wings vague things
and influences are astir and in the
making. Dawn had gone back for a
few days to ber brother's lonely cabin
on Tribulation to set his bouse in or-
der and to do bis simple mending. Per-
haps In ber own heart there was an-
other reason an unconfessed unwil-
lingness to stay at the bungalow while
she must feel so far away from Jua-
nita and see Roger Malcolm seemingly
so pear.
. In her heart vague things were stir-
ring, too, and In another heart. The
fact, that she had not been allowed to
see young Milt McBriar had given him
an augmented importance which had
kept the boy In ber mind despite her
denunciations. Once she had met him
on the road and he had stopped her to
had written to him, sternly forbidding
his coming, and If he obeyed that man-
date he would, of course, prove himself
weak and lacking in Initiative. So she
was waiting with a fluttering heart
But on the day that be came she
was not watching. He had pushed
on at a rate of speed which mountain
patience would not have countenanced
and bad arrived In two hours less than
the journey should logically have re-
quired. The heaving sides of his tired
horse told almost as much of the eag-
erness that had driven him as did the
frank worship of his face.
f
At the front fence he hitched his
mount and walked noiselessly up to
the larger house. Two feminine fig-
ures sat sewing in the hall as he silent-
ly opened the unlatched door and let
himself In. One of them was a figire
he knew even with its back turned a
figure' which, because of something
distinctively subtle and wondrous,
could belong to no one else. The other
was a mountain girl of undeniable
beauty, but, to him, of no Interest.
It was Dawn who saw him first and,
with a glance that brought a resentful
flash to her eyes, she rose silently and
slipped out through a side door. Then,
as Juanita came to her feet with a
little gasp and held out both hands,
the man's heart began to hammer wild-
ly, and he knew that the fingers he
held were trembling.
He would have taken her at once In
his arms, but she held him off and
shook her head.
"I told you not to come," she re-
buked him in a voice that lacked con-
viction.
"And I flagrantly disobeyed you," he
answered. "As I mean henceforth to
disobey you. Once I lost you because
I played a weak game. You want a
conqueror, and I have always been a
suppliant Now I have changed my
'method."
"Oh!" said Juanita faintly. For just
an Instant she felt a leap at her heart
Perhaps, after all, be had grown to
her standard. That was how she must
be won, If ever won, and she wanted
to be won.
She saw bim draw out of his pocket
a small box which she had once given
back to him and take from it a ring she
had once worn, but again she shook
her head.
"Not yet, dear," she said very softly.
"You haven't proved yourself a con-
queror yet, you know. You've just
called yourself one."
Then ber heart misgave her, for,
after gazing Into her eyes with a hurt
look, the man masked his disappoint'
ment behind a smile of deference and
replied: "Very well, I can wait, but
that's how It must be in the end."
In the end! Juanita knew that after
all, he had not changed.
He was still the man of brave in-
tents and words still the man who
tood , hesitant at the. moment for a
blowl 'v ". , '. ,
h as while Malcolm was Juanita'!
dt
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tained at, on th average,, from $20 to
talned at, on the vwage, from $20 to New Sash for Spring SkirtsIVESTER'J CAIJADA LEADS
AS WHEAT PRODUCER
ACTRESS TELL8 SECRET.
A well known actress gives the follow-
ing recipe (or gray huir: To halt pint of
water add 1 oi. Bay Hum, a small box of
Barbo Compound, and os. of glycerine.
Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it at home at very little cost Full
directions (or making and use com In
each box of Barbo Compound. It will
gradually darken streaked, faded gray
hair, and make It soft and glossy. It will
not color tbe acalp, la not sticky or
greasy, and does not rub oft Adv.
Is Work Too Herd?
Many kinds of work wear out the
kidneys, and kidney trouble makes
any kind of work hard. It brings
morning lameness, backache, head-
ache, nervousness, rheumatism and
urinary troubles. If your work is
confining, strains the back, or ex-
poses you to extreme heat or cold
or damp, it's well to keep the kid-ne-
active. Doan's Kidney Pills
are reliable and safe. Thousands
recommend them.
A Colorado Cass
Men are born, but husbands are
made.
'
HAVE SOFT, WHITE HANDS
Hear Skin and Good Hair by Using
Cutlcura Trial Free.
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. Besides
these fragrant super-cream- y emol-
lients prevent little skin troubles be-
coming serious by keeping the pores
free from obstruction. Nothing better
at any price for all toilet purposes.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
As a rule a smart buby outgrows It
Net Content 15Pluid Practiir
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History Falls to Repeat
"Well, dad," remarked the modern,
prodigal, as he was about to shove his
pedal extremities under the old man
mahogany, "Is the obese calf ready
for the slaughter?"
"Gosh, yes!" exclaimed the old
granger. "I calkerlate it air; but,
plague take It al, I feel klnd'r sorry
fer yew, so I reckon I'll let yew live
annuther week."
ANY CORN LIFTS OUTj
DOESN'T HURT A BIT!
No foolishness! Lift your coma
and calluses off with fingers--It's
like magic!
Sore corns, hard corns, soft corns or
any kind of a corn, can harmlessly be
lifted right out with the fingers if you
apply upon the corn a few drops of
freezone, says a. Cincinnati authority.
For little cost one can get a small
bottle of freezone at any drug store,
which will .positively rid one's feet of
every corn or callus without pain.
This simple drug dries the moment
It is applied and does not even irri-
tate the surrounding skin while ap-
plying it or afterwards.
This announcement will interest
many of our readers. If your druggist
hasn't any freezone tell him to surely
get a small bottle for you from his
wholesale drug house. adv.
Paper-Makin- g an Art
Paper wás made from rags In Ara-
bia more than ten centuries ago and
the art was brought to Europe in the
thirteenth century.
$30 per acre, with Irrigated lands some
what higher. It is o exaggeration
whatever to say that a number of
Western Canadian farmers have paid
for their land entirely from the pro-
ceeds of last year's crop, and this in-
cludes men who last year began for the
first time. Advertisement j
Friendly Suggestion.
She (romantically) There are times
when my whole life Beems to be filled
with unsatisfied desires.
He (practically) I used to have the
same trouble until I got the habit of
using the newspaper want columns.
STOMACH MISERY
5, 111BEST ON
'Tape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
Time it! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heart-
burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most cer-
tain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
fifty-cen- t case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right Don't keep on being miserable
life is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest it; en-Jo- y
it, without dread of rebellion in
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your
home anyway. Should one of the fam-
ily eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it is handy to girt
the quickest relief known. Adv.
Feminine Charity.
Hazel Young DeAuber was married
to that rich Gotrox girl last week.
Almee Why, I thought he was
wedded to his artt
Hazel Well, he Is, now. She's most-
ly art
HIGH COST OF LIVING
This is a serious matter with house
keepers as food prices are constantly
going up. To overcome this, cut out
the high priced meat dishes and serve
your family more Skinner's Macaroni
and Spaghetti, the cheapest, most de-
licious and most nutritious of all foods.
Write the Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha,
Nebr., for beautiful ceok book, telling
how to prepare It In a hundred different
ways. It's free to every woman. Adv.
The Reason,
"The cynical poet says a man's wife
Is a little dearer than his horse. Now
that Isn't true."
"Of course, It Isn't true. She is a
great deal dearer. A man doesn't
have to buy his horse a new outfit ev-
ery half year."
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription makes
weak women strong, sick women well, no
alcohol. Sold in tablets or liquid. Adv.
The Race.
"I shouldn't be surprised," said Mr.
Chugglns, "If my being arrested for
speeding was spite work."
"How could that be?"
"The man got jealous because my
flivver was beating his motorcycle."
CASCARETS" FDR
SLUGGISH BOIVELS
No sick headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation
by morning.
Get a 10-ce- box.now.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
dut and keep them out with
Cascareis.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom-
ach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret straightens yon
out by morning. They work while
you sleep. A 10-ce- box from
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Chil-
dren love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adr.
No Danger.
Ella I have a mind of my own.
Stella Don't worry about anybody
laying claim to it
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good syocers. Adr.
Women of the Argentine Republic
are beginning to enter the business
field.
Farming and were the
staple industries of Serbia.
material, so there's method In their
madness.
Again Greek Drapery. ,
The evening frocks showing the tunic
that suggests the Greek draping are
very classical. Some of the new ones
are in Nattier blue, with the entire
front embroidered In a shadow-wor- k
stitch in dull gold. Paris does so love
these gold touches and many, many
gowns are more than touched with it.
I have seen new evening gows almost
entirely composed of gold lace, one tier
on another, and the picture was en-
chanting. All the decoration that some
of the afternoon and evening gowns
have Is this embroidery across the front
and back, forming a veritable medieval
armor. New things that are admired
employ the gold In the same manner,
and we are sure to see the Idea repro-
duced for spring and summer.
Satin for Coat Suits.
The designers here are bringing out
a heavy weave of satin for the first
spring suits, as a substitute for serge.
There is a strong tendency to omit a
Spring Hat in the New Shape, of
Brown Straw and Satin, With a
High, Irregular, Flaring Crown and
a Severe Visor Brim Turned Down-
ward In an Even Line Around the
Head.
blouse and arrange the coat so that it
qan be kept on. A few of these new
coats are buttoned down the back
from neck to hem, which removes any
possibility of their being taken off in
a public place.
It appears that the prevailing creed
In fashion is that a woman must not
think of going in her shirt sleeves any
more than a man would think of doing
it; she wears a wash blouse beneath
the Jacket for purposes of cleanliness,
but not publicity. So Is
this creed that the medieval tunic which
extends only to the hip line and Is
fastened to the shoulder or slips over
the head, is worn with a cloth skirt
over a blouse, even In the house.
Probably the best thing to remem-
ber In buying clothes now is that the
figure must be straightened out In the
medieval manner, from bust to hips.
You can choose your own way of doing
it, whether by a deep girdle, by the
straight lines of the fabric or by a
belt of suede or leather that conceals
any Inward curve beneath the arms to-
ward the waist.
There is no evidence that embroid-
ery In bullion and silk thread will go
out of fashion this spring, but the
ornate French designs taken from
stained-glns- s windows of the fifteenth
century have given way to the more
primitive designs that one sees on the
pottery of Indians.
The fashion for the cashmere and
Paisley shawls that came out In Oc-
tober will again find expression this
spring In figures printed on flat sur-
faces, and also the reproduction of
the Paisley pear, which Is an old In-
dian design, in embroidery done in
colored and bullion threads.
(Copyright, 1917, by the McClure Newspa-
per Syndicate.)
SPORTS VEST WORTH WHILE
White Chinchilla the Material Em-
ployed, With Touches That Add
Much to Its Appearance.
An attractive sports vest Is made of
white chinchilla with standing military
collar, back waistline belt buttonholes
and buttons either made or piped with
billiard-gree- n satin. Gray suede formed
another vest worn for golfing; this
model had sleeves of a heavy wool Jer-
sey In a darker tone of gray.
Sleeveless angora ant soft leather
waistcoats with or without sleeves are
valuable possessions for the lover of
winter sports, and the short leather
cant, on the order of a shooting '.oat
lined with angora wopl, fur or flannel,
is warm, light and very comfortable for
strenuous exercise. The sheepskln-llne- d
short coat of corduroy so gener-
ally worn in cheap form in the country
districts where winters are cold, Is
made up In de luxe form for the sports-
woman and, with fur collar and cuffs,
is very good looking.
Chinese Effects.
Fancy link buttons are being em-
ployed in great capacity on one-piec- e
dresses and waists. The buttons are
sometime like fine filigrees in the
shape of balls, or dice, although small
eabochons, diminutive dumb-bell-
wheels and other designs are also cus-
tomary. The; Chinese effect makes it-
self seen in these link buttons as
they show characteristic Chinese
Will Differ From Those That
Achieved So Much Popu-
larity This Winter.
GOWNS IN BLACK AND WHITE
Effective Combination That Has Made
Decided Hit With Parltiennes
Gray In Differing 8hadea Is
Also Being Widely Use
Just Now.
Paris. Sashes, sashes and again
sashes. Until a year ago there were
only long belts, hanging or crossed. In
August they came to us glorified be-
cause they were enlarged and lined
with a different color to call attention
to the Important place they occupied
In the decoration scheme. Up to the
last month, these belt-sash- were tied
in big loops at the side and dropped
softly to the hem of the short skirt.
Now the loops have disappeared, and
the sash, coming from some part of the
waist, is simply crossed and falls to
the very edge of the skirt producing
a long, severe line. The sash that
will adorn spring skirts will be about
a third of a yard wide and will be
lined with Itself, unless the owner has
a black and white costume, when the
sash will show white underneath.
Speaking of black and white, the
combination was brought out by two
big houses In August. Other places
called the Idea "old," "demode," and
did not advise their clients to order
anything in it During the last month
the very best gowns I've seen at the
opera, theater or afternoon teas, have
been the one of black satin or velvet
with touches of white ; and they have
been so much admired and have been
such a success that It Is not surprising
that nearly' every smart frock being or-
dered today follows the black-and-whi-
craze.
Combinations In Gray.
In the spring it is sure to be re-
peated, for by the side of the black
and white, colors appear garish. If
anything shares equal popularity with
this combination, it is gray, which Is
used in different shades. The gray is
apt to be built on white, either In
corsage or skirt, and with the many
foldings, the shades vary from pearl
to Iron. As all the layers are of
moussellne or tulle Illusion, the en-
semble is delicately soft and seduc-
tive.
We occasionally use gray with Nat-
tier blue, but by itself or with white
satin it is best and most flattering.
Gray used with white In this manner
will greatly Influence spring styles
here. Parlsiennes who are tired of
black, or even of the black and white
combination, instead of ordering new
things In colors, will brighten the black
with gray ; the couturiers, scenting the
Short-Waiste- d Afternoon Frock of
Dark Blue Satin, with a Long
Straight Tunic Embroidered at the
Top and Dropped Over Narrow Skirt
, Showing Band of Embroidery at Hem
The Long Sleeves Flare Over the
Hand.
demand, are, I am told, making charm-
ing combinations of it to Jbe shown in
February.
New Dye a Success.
Dyes are dlfllcult to obtain In Paris,
Just as other things are, and while
black may not be easier than any other
dye, with such great experimentation
going on In It, it is probable that the
dye used now Is purely French, and if
so, then it Is a great success.
Cloth, trlcotlne, serge and gabar-
dine will make tailored suits and or-
nate frocks for spring, with thousands
of yards of satin, to be sure. Satin
never enjoyed such popularity in Paris
as daring the last year, and it is
decidedly not on the wane. Some
gowns and long spring coats put satin
only in part of the construction in the
upper or lower portion, with any of
the other materials added.
Satin enhances the value and beauty
of any fabric It touches. It is fright-
fully expensive here, but women will
have nothing else; for they know that
a, gown of it i worth sir of another
342,000,000 Bushels Wheat in
1915; In 1916 Many Farm- -'
ers Paid for Their Land
; Out of Their Crop.
That Western Canada Is Indeed
"Mistress of Wheat" to the extent that
Its 1015 crop exceeded, acre for acre,
the production of any country on this
continent Is a striking fact proved by
the following figures :
In 1915 the Dominion of Canada pro-
duced 876,000,000 bushels of wheat,
which represented an average yield of
29 bushels to the acre. The United
States produced 1,011,505,000 bushels,
yield of 17 bushels per acre. The only
serious competitors In wheat produc-
tion in South America were Argentine,
With 178,221,000 bushels, or less than
12 bushels per acre, and Chile, with
19,000,000 bushels or 13 bushels per
acre.
The three Western Canadian prairie
provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta produced between them
842,000,000 bushels out of the total Ca-
nadian 876,000,000 bushels. It will be
een, therefore, that, outside of the
United States, Western Canada pro-
duced considerably more than the com-fcine- d
production of North and South
America. Canada Is of course a new-settle- d
country, and the fact that the
crop of the United States was practi-
cally three times as much Is no dis-
couragement. The United States has
at present more than twelve times the
population of Canada In approximately
the same area.
To illustrate further the greater pro-
ductiveness of Western Canadian land,
we submit the following figures, show-
ing the 1915 yields per acre in the
three provinces of Western Canada
and in the states which In that year
produced the greatest quantity of
wheat The figures are taken from the
V. S. department of agriculture's an-
nual report and from the figures of the
Dominion census bureau :
Bushels per(
. acre 1915
All Canada '. 29
Western Canada only ..291-- 5
Province of Manitoba 28 4-- 5
Province of Saskatchewan 28 1-- 2
Province of Alberta 82 4-- 5
United States, all 17
Montana .261-- 2
Washington 251-- 5
Wisconsin 22 3-- 4
Ohio 20 2-- 5
Iowa 19 4-- 5
Illinois 19
Pennsylvania 18 1-- 2
Nebraska 18 2-- 5
North Dakota 181-- 5
Indiana ! 171-- 5
South Dakota 171-1- 0
Minnesota 17
Texas 151-- 2
Virginia 13 4-- 5
Kansas 121-- 2
Missouri 12 0
Oklahoma 113-- 5
In 1910 the crop was not as heavy,
but the yields in many districts were
very large. So large, Indeed, was the
acreage under cultivation in 1915 that
the resulting crop proved too large to be
all threshed the same fall. It over
loaded railroads and made marketing
slow. A less amount or fall plowing
was done than would have been done
in a less heavy year, because the aver-
age farmer was too busy with his
threshing. All these conditions nec-
essarily reacted upon the acreage
seeded In the spring of 1916. Add to
this that labor last year, owing to the
great number of Canadians who have
enlisted, was scarce and high-price-
and one factor In the decreased yield
smaller acreage under crop was evi-
dent.
Another factor Is that this year
Western Canada has experienced, In
common with the entire North Amer-
ican continent, conditions that have
been less favorable to the production
of big crops. The conditions have re-
sulted In smaller yield per acre and
reduced grade of grain in certain loca-
lities.
The average yield of wheat In the
three western provinces is estimated
foy the government at about 16 bushels
per acre, oats 43 bushels, and barley
27 bushels.
The financial value of their crops to
Western Canadian farmers has been
greater this year than ever before.
Owing to the high prices of grain that
are prevailing, returns have been re-
ceived that are extremely profitable.
With wheat standing at the present
time at over $1.90 per bushel at the
"Great Lakes, a wheat crop at present
figures would pay the farmer, even
supposing he had only the average of
16 bushels per acre, over $30.00 per
acre. A large number are receiving
$50.00 per acre some have received
$75.00, and a few even more than that.
This price, of course, Is not all profit ;
It represents the gross return, and the
cost of operation must be deducted.
But It does not, even at the highest fig-
ures, cost more than 65 cents to raise
a bushel of wheat in Western Canada,
so that the profit can be figured accord-
ingly. It must be emphasized that the
acre which produces a $30.00 crop costs
In the first case, probably less than
that. In the United States the same
class of land would cost In many dis-
tricts from $100 to $200 per acre, and
even then a return of $30.00 would be
considered extremely satisfactory. In
Western Canada the best class of ag-
ricultural land, capable of producing
crops that in size compare with any
country in the world except, perhaps,
some European countries, can be ob
Charles E. Monroe.
Cleveland Ave., Love-lan- d,
Colo., says: "I
had sharp twinges In
my back and was laid
up. My back gave out
easily and It was out of
the question for me to
stoop. As soon as I
used Doan's Kidney
Pills, I got relief and I
continued taking them
until I was cured. I be
lieve they will cure
others and I am only
too glad to recommend
them."
Cat Doaa'i at Aay Stan. SOa a Has
DOAN'S VMV
F0STER4ULBURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
3
SOT id
For Infants and Children.
Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
JLlways áaA
Bears
1 - IIISignatiire
.ir
In
Usey For Over
Thirty Years
Id
tmi anrr.ua UHMMV, Mew vaaa tin,
Mean Shot
Jones keeps pigs as a hobby. He Is
of very small stature, and one evening
he was taking a pig he had sold to
Its new owner, resting one arm on Its
neck to guide it along,
As luck would have It, Brown, who
Is his mortal enemy met him, and
seized bis chance.
"Halloa, Jones!" he said. "Have
you started courting again?" 1
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Croat
Bag Blue, Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv. j
More than one-thir- d jl the total
population of Dublin consists of fan
tiles living In a single room.
Philadelphia cleanup week cost the
taxpayers $12,000 for disposing of 90
000 cubic yards of refuse.
Neglected Colds '
bring Pneumonia.
Lookout. v
CASCARAWQUININE
The old family remedy-- In tablet
form safe, sure, easy to take. No
opiates no unpleasant after effects.
Cures colds in 24 hours Grip in 3days. Money back if It falls. Get
the genuine box with Red Top and
Mr. Hill's picture on it 25 cents.
At Any Drug Star
,ROUGHonRATS"S?,?.uM1Mni:
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
is that people do not drink as muoh
water in cold weather as in summer,
which helps to flush the kidneys. Again,
they eat more meat in cold weather, and
some people are so susceptible that they
soon develop rheumatism after eating
meat.
At all such times persons should drink
copiously of hot water, say, a pin
morning and night, and take Anuria
three or four times a day. This An-nr- io
comes in tablet form and oan be
had at almost any drug store. It die
solves tbe nrio acid m the system
and carries it outward. I would advise
everyone to take Anurio occasionally,
and continue for three or four weeks,
and in that way avoid rheumatism, gout
and many of the painful disorders das
to nrio acid. Aar.
I
UJSiy Rheumatism Cornos
üitli Cold üoathor!
BT VALENTINE MOTT PIBEOK, M. D.
A close connection exists between
these two cold weather and rheu-
matism. Prof. Alex. Haig, of London,
has the most followers in the medical
profession in the belief that tbe pres-
ence in the system of uric acid, or its
salts in excess, is the real cause of rheu-
matism. Everyone has recognized the
difference in the appearance of their
water as soon as it gets cold ; there is
often a copious sediment of bnckdust.
Several causes may lead up to an
accumulation of uric acid in the system,
which, in turn, causes rheumatism or
gout, or creaky Joints, or swollen fingers,
or painful Joints. For one reason the
skin does not throw off the uric acid, by
profuse sweating, as in the hot weather,
andthe kidneys are unable to take care
oí the double burden. Another reason
The Spanish --American When a Bank's a Bank
! IRVIN OGD.EN, SP.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
Spring Goods
are now arriving
toKTiptMM $1.5(5 t Tnt
Entered as second-clas- s matter atth
Hows This?
Wp offer On Hundred DolUm lUward
far ur otM t C.tarrb that cuaat kx
owt4 y Hall's Catarrh Medicina.
Hall's Catarrh Uadlcin has hm takaa
by catarrh aufferart (or tha past thirty-flv- s
years, and baa bacoma knows as th
most reliable remedy (or Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Medicine acts thru th Blood on
th Mucous surfaces, expelling th Pol-so- n
from th Blood and healing th dis-eas- rd
portions.
After you hare taken Rail's Catarrh
Medicine for a short ttms you will see a
great Improvement In your general
health. Start taking Hrll's Catarrh Medi-
cine st once and get rid of catarrh. Bend(or trstlmonlala. free.
P. J. CHENET A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 7Jc
Cultivating Liking for Work.
The secret ot life Is not to do what
one likes, but to like that which on
has to do; and one docs come to like
It in time. Dinah Muloch Craik.
postomce in Roy'New Mexico.
Director A. N. James, of the
We received this week. One Hundred pieces of
Fancy Dress Ginghams
in large variety and latest patterns
The word "Bank" does not make
a bank and is often mislesding.
It requires time, energy close
attention to business and ripe
experience in banking to make
a bank. We claim all the essentials
necessary to make our business
that of banking, and tender our
patrons a service thoroughly
seasoned by years of experience.
Tax Payers Association of N. M
is taking issue with. State Engin
eer, James A. French on the pro
position to bond the state for
money with which to build roads
The price is seventeen and half cents per yardin the state.
Mr. James advocates a direct
Tax Levy to raise the money in
Good young mules and mares
for sale.
'
L. N. DeWeese,
2 Tf. Mosquero, N. M.
stead of issuing: Bonds.
Cbnceeding the point that it is
a necessity for the developemen Roy Trust and
Savings Bankoi me ocate mat we nave good Try Pineapple Juicefor Stomach Troubleroads and bridges like otherstates have, the question of pay
mg for them is a vital one.
if n i .i N.M.ROY,Mr. r rencn s idea is ' mat we
.
do the work now for this and fu
Pineapple Juice Is now nrlentlflcnlly
recognized as having great medicinal
vnluo and when properly combined
with pep.sin and other innredlents the
mixture is one of the finest things you
can use for stomach trouble.
Let us tell you about the remark-
able results that are being obtained
tliroutth the use of NATOL. PINKAP-VL-
PEPSIN COMPOUND, which vc
sell at 50c and $1.00 per bottle with
a positive gUHrunteo of benefit or
money back. A11 dru;;rl: 5 also
Superlative Goodness.
Total Resources, $125,000.00iure generations ana mat we
bond, (That is Mortgage) the
property of the state to get the
money. This money will be paid l
when the state is far richer and To love the public, to study univer
sal good, and o promote the interestshas more to pay taxes on, due to
of the whole gorld, os far as Ilea withsome extent to the improved
But we will sell them up to January 31st. at
15 cents per yard
After that date the price will be 17 half cents per yd.
Take advantage of this sale
Come to our Storeand make yourself at home.
Floersheim
Merc, Coo
"The One Price Store"
in our power, is the height of good-
ness, and makes that temper whichroads. Then too, the matter of
we call divine. Shaftesbury.taxation will be adjusted by that
time so that all property owners
Hay and Corn For Salewill share alike in the payment
of taxes and there will be no rich I have a quantity of baled cane
evaders of taxation and the bur
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines ,
Perodicals and Stationery
Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
nay, also shelled corn for saleden of good roads will be divided at my Locust-Hi- ll Farm east ofThis decade will do the work and Pleasant View School House.the next will help pay for it.
R. W. Boulware.
Mr. James' idea is to levy a tax
now, that we will have to pay
along with our other heavy tax
burdens and which we can ill
Woman.
A woman may be a fool, a sleepy
fool, an agitated fool, a too awfully
noxious fool, and she may even b
simply stupid. But she is never dense
She's never made of wood throueh
and through, as some men are. There
in woman, always, somewhere, a
spring. Whatever men don't know
about women (and it may be a lot oi ID)It may be very little), men and evenlathers do know that much. And that ASATT TOU IDwhy so many men are afraid ofthem. Conrad. 4
THE BEST RECOMMENDATION.
The strongest recommendation any I will offer at Public Sale at my farm, Eight Miles Soúthwestof HERRINGTON, Twenty miles northeast
of Mills, Two miles North of Mofax Church o- n-article may receive is a favorable
word fro-- the user. It is the recom
mendations of those who have used it
afford.
That we not only do the work
now but that we also pay all the
bills now and let the benefit to
the people of ten
.
years hence
come to them as a free gift.
That we pay the taxes necessary
to this levy now, when many of
these who ought to be the heavi-
est taxpayers in the State are
evading their fair shace by rea-
son of political cmtrol and make
it easier for them when the com-
mon people finally do get the
reigns of government out of their
hands and even things up in the
matter of paying taxes,
We merely ask our readers to
think over the two propositions
and decide for yourselves wh'ci
' is the most practical and equitable
to borrow the money at4 percent
and issue bonds for security or to
vote a tax on ourselves to do
work for another generation with
It appears to us there is no
room for argument.
The proposed law to create a
"Year of Jubilee" for the Tax
that makes Chamberlain's Cough Rem.
edy so popular. Mrs, Amanda Gier- -
art, Waynesfield, Ohio, writes, 17.reoChamberlain's Cough Remedy hasbeen used in my famiiy off and cn fortwenty years and it has never failed
t) cure a cough or cold." Obtainable Sale to commence at 10 o'clock, A. M. Sharp, the following described property towit- :-everywhere
.Horses$100,000.00 to Loanat 9 percentWe have the above amount of
3 good work horses wt. 1000 to llOOlbs., one horse wt. 1400,one
old horse well broke, wt. 950.
money to loan on farms on this
mesa. 9 percent lpercent com-
mission- no inspection fees.
Inspector will be here iíí about
30 days. File applications now.
J. L. HAYES Real Estate Co.
Offiice with F. II. Foster, U.S.
Commissoner, ROY, N. M.
1 good Jersey Gow em&. ca at side,
MachineryH Q
Dodger who has managed to get
out of paying his taxes before
l'.)12 is aboutas course a measure
as was ever put up to a Legisla-
ture with the request to pass it.
The start our present Legislature
has made leads us to believe they
will not disgrace themselves by
falling for sucha thing, We are
disg-uáte- with some of the
"Freak" bills that have been pre-
sented but there is nothing crim-
inal in them at ler.stand thispror
position is nothing short of
m
14-inc- h3 sets Work Harness,Good Farm Wagon, Buggy,
Rod plow, new, 12-inc- h rod plow, 4 Water. Barrels,
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS,' as they
cannot reach the so;it of the disease.Catarrh is a loral disease, greatly jn.
Iluenced by conxtitulionul conditions, andIn order to euro it you must lal:e aninternal remedy.- Hail's C'atarrli Medi-
cine is tuhen internally and acts thruthe blood on the. mucous surfaces of the
system. Hall's Catarrh Medicine tras
prcm-nbe- by one of the best physicians
in this country for years. H Is com-
posed of sonic of the best tonics known,
combined with some of the best bloodpurlliers. The perfect combination of
the ingredients in Hall's Catarrh Medi-
cine U what produces such wonderful
results in catarrhal conditions. Send furtestimonials, five.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tropa., Toledo, O.
All Druenlsts, 7'ic.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
TW0 DOZEN CHICKENS,0171
-
and other articles too numerous to mention.
Lmirioivs Foctry.
Enrn-on'- poetry i:; c. pucuMar sab
Jx't. t'arlyio íí:u1 I.oweil, both cL'ii
limit criticst, did r.r,t it, but w
the LT.mo too they v;ero slow U
praise it. Dr. R H. Ilcdje, who prcb
ably knew raoro about literature thai,
cither of them, considered it poniry
of a very l.'ish order, and Rev. Wi!
Hem Ft;rnc?3 cf Philadelphia, wher.
someone spolco slightingly of Emer
Bon as a poet, exchikued: "lio is
her.ven high above our ether pects "
Frank V. Stevens.
If You have anything to Sell Bring it Along.
T A credit of 10 months will be given on all sums over $10. Purchaser giving bankable note orI TTY1 8&e Approved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear interest
at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid. 10 percent discount for cash on sums
over $10.00. Sums under $10.00 Cash in hand. No property to be removed until settled for.
Photographs
0
All Sizes. Latest Finishes
Call and see our complete line of
"Faultless Folders"
We have any size you may want
SATIFACTION GUANTEEl)
at the
LAFAYETTE
STUDIO
Zoe and L. E. Deubler.
Roy, N. M. Photographers.
SOMETHING GOOD.
Those who hate nasty medicine
should try Chamberlain's Tablets for
constiyation. They are pleasant to
take and their effect is so agreeable
ann so natural that you will not real-
ize that it has been produced by a
medicine, obtainable'everywhere.
w.
OWNER.Spain's Olive Oil Production.Spain is credited with producinimors thai three-quarter- s of th
world's supply cf lira M.
Gol, F. 0. WHITE, Auctioneer,
LEO WAGNER, Clerk.
THt PANIIH-AMIRICA-
Professional Cards Sale & TradeLOCAL
Corn and Hay
The following is a list of the
unleased school sections in Mora
County, taken from the records
of the State Land Office Dec. 1st.
1916.
For blanks or other information
Jo Appel Co,
ROY, New Mexico..
CANDY
For every day in the year
Just Received From
CHICAGO
350 lbs.
Quality line of Sweets
that have the "Smack"
Assorted Fudge, Choco-
lates, Bitter Sweets,
"RED-BOX-
"
assorted-Chocolate- s,
Cocoanut-Mound- s,
(25 to 35c.
I
I
$4.00 to
$6-00-
(T mo i
During January
To clean up the re-
maining Winter Stock we
will sell the best of the
Seasons Goods at re-
duced Prces
Flannel Shirts,
Underwear
Hose, Hats,
Shoes, Gloves,
In the GROCERY
0 DEPARTMENT
We have a fresh (line of good things
TO EAT
Tomatoes, ml
Chile Tomatoes, J or i.
Corn, Pears,
String Beans, ''U,
Pine Apple, Grapes, AtPeaches
Ill "CTP-- T
8 15c. to 25c a canI .
F :noi iw
Dr. H. S. Murdoch,
--Dentist
of Springer, N. M.. will be in
Roy -
SOON
Southwestern, Hotel
to attend the Dental needs of
this community.
For best results mail your
films to Lafayette Studio.
Roy, New Mexico,
Thos. F. Savage
Nine Years in United States
Land Office as Law Clerk
and Contest man.
Gen. Land Practice
Entries, Contests, ' Final
Proofs, Plats and Abstracts
promptly attended to.
Office 1st National Bank Bldg.
CLAYTON, N..M. .
, Sheepdogs Untaxed.
Sheepdogs are tree from tax In tht
United Kingdom.
Day
First Saturday of
each Month, at the
W ORLEY
FEED YARD
ROY, N. Mex.
Bring what you have to sell or
trade and find a Market for it.
Come to this market to buy at
your own price.
Col. F. O. WHITE, will con-dudu- ct
these sales '
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Jan. 24, 1917
Notice is h?reby given that George
R, Perry, of Solano N. M. who on
March 12, 1913, made Homestead Entry
No. 0J5Ü0S for SI Sec 1 Twp. 18N. Rng
27E. N. M. P. Meridian lias filed notice
of intention to make Three Year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. II. Foster U. S.
Commissioner at his office in Roy N.M.
on Mar. 15 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. W. Bowman Walter Hill
Andres G. Trujillo' John Backman
All of Solano N, M.'
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
0.5 9.Q
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
"C" Jan. 9, 1917. Jan. 25, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
of Peter J. Laumbach of Roy, New
Mexico Serial No. 022153, we will offer
at public sale, to the highest' bidder,
but at not less than $2,50 per acre, at
10 o'clock A. M., on the 8llk day of
May 1917 next, atthis office, theVollow- -
ing tract of land; J, NW1-NE- J
Sec. 22, T, 18N. K. 20 E. N. M. P. M,
The sale will not le kept open, but
will be declared closed when those pre-
sent at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the high-
est bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the ammount
thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
above- - peseribed land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
2-- 3 3
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THE MEYERS CO. INC
S General DistributorsAlHuqiiernite, New Mexico
World'3 Consumption oi Meat.
Matiluiid at Ian;e ur.ts i:i the noi;;'n-liorhoo-
of 47,000,üt'0,0ü0 pounds ct
meat a year.
FOR A BILIOUS ATTACK
When you have a severe headache, c- -
companicd by a coated tongue, loathing
of food, constipation, torpid liver,
vomiting of partly digested food and
then bile, you u:ay know that you have
a sever bilious attack. While vou m.-.-v
be quite S'cn there is much consol a t'on
in knowing that, relief may be had by
taking three of Chamberlains Tablets.
They are prompt and effectual Ob-
tainable everywhere,
it'
rr
I have some good corn in the
shock also good cane hay baled
for sale at my farm 10 miles east
and 2 miles north of Roy.
Hal Warner, Roy N.M. T2pd.
I Helyht cf Napoleon.
The question of tho exact height ot
the Emperor Napoleon is one of con-
siderable interest, and yet it ia al-
most impossible to 0ml any authorita-
tive statement on the subject. In the
appendix to "Napoleon; tho Last
Phase," by Lord Rosebery, there ia a
itatcmont by Captain Maitland that
he was about 5 feet 7 inches in height,
end another by Mr. Bunbury that he
appeared to be about 5 feet C inches.
Farm Tractor for Sale
A small Farm Tractor. Will
sell right or will trade for a good
automobile.
Melvin Bros.
W2 Pd. Mills, N. Mex.
Peculiarity of Cat's Eyes.
As allowing how widely the perma-
nently blue eyes of cats differ from
other eyes, it is noted that immediate-
ly the eyes of white cats that are to
have permanently blue eyes open they
shine bright red in the dark, and
neither the ephemeral kitten-bin- e nor
any other colored eye does this.
Good two room house, Lot 50x
42 feet, good location down
town.
Anastacio Esquibel, Roy N. M.
Pigs Are Dainty Eaters.
Pigs, Instead of being ready to cat
anything, are among the most fastidi-
ous animals. Out of 576 plants, the
goat eats 449 and refuses 126; sheep,
out of E28 plants eat 387 and refuse
141; cows, out of 494 plants, eat 276
and refuse 218; horses, out of 474
plants eat 262 and refuse 212; while
pigs, out of 243 plants, eat only 72
and refuse 171.
Optimistic Thought.
What Is acquired without labor
seldom worth acquiring at all.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION .
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Jan.17, 1917,
Notice is hereby given that Edwin
F. Iver, heir by a will to the estate of
Lynn B, Titterington, deceased, of Roy
N. M. who, on Mar. 15, 1912, made H--
No. 014474 for SWJ-sE- J Sec. 12 &
Wi-NE- l: SK1-NE- 1 Sec. 13 Twp. 20N.
Rng. 26E. N. M. P. Meridian hos filed
notice of intention to make three year
proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H. Fos- -
ter U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New ;
on Mar. 14 1917.
' Claimant names as witnesses: '
T, O. Scott S. B, Tower
G. M. Tower Minnie Griner
All of Roy N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
2--
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Laud
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Jan. 17, 1917
Notice is hereby given, that Esequiel
Leyba of Gallegos, N. M. Who on
Sept. 14th, 101 1 madeH. K. No. 013S87
: Sec. 19 and NJ-N- Sec. 30
Twp: 17N. Rng. :1E. N. M. P.
Meridian has filed notice Of in-
tention to make live year final proof,
to establish claim to tha land above de-
scribed, before Juanita, G, Gonzales
U S com, at Galleaos N M on the
11th, clay of March 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Austin Martinez, Cvuz A. Baca
J acolio L, Casados Matías L. Casados
All of Gallegos New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
4 . Register
Small House for Rent
Inquire of C.L.Wensell
at the Goodman Merc. Co,
J. B. LUSK
Attorney át Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY NEW MEXICO
Emerson Is for the Future.
Humanity must receive n new and
profound charge of the religious spirit
boforo its pupilage to tho waiting mas
ter (Emerson) can begin. At the
present instant he is hardly in the
strong sense a teacher, hardly in the
strong senso an examplo; he Is a rev-
elation of capacity, an adjourned hope,
an unassured but momentous foro
shadowing. Professor O. W. Firkins,
YOU PRESS THE BUTTON
WE DO THE REST
We are equipped to finish your
films by the best mothods and
print them on the best paper,
Velox, in the least possible time.
Uniform Prices.
Elk Drugstore
Tucumcari, N, M.
Calling the Children. .
Don't shout at the children when
they are out of diors and you wish
them to come to the house. Call them
with a small bell or whistle. The
sound will go farther than the voice
carries, and there will be no strain on
the vocal cords.
Thirtyfive Lots in the Montezu-
ma Addition to the Original
Townsite of Roy, N. M.
Name your Price. Cash or
terms will be considered.
Address, J. W. Hesselden,
T3 pd. Albuquerque, N. M.
At Least Not Noticeable.
It was at a breach of promise suit,
and the rustic defendant was under
"Now tell me,
please," said the counsel, sternly, "on
the evening of the sixteenth when you
bade her good-by- , did she suffer you
to kiss her?" "Well," said tho witness,
slowly, "I reckon now I did give her a
kiss or two; but there worn't much
sufferin' about it as I could See."
It's the Life.
Another mystery that will probably
remain unsolved until the end ot time
Is why a new policeman who Is as
slim as a jacksnipe when he first puts
his uniform on soon acquires a paunch
that gives him the appearance of a
dirigible balloon. New Orleans
6 1 ates.
Casey
Col. F. 0. White, Auctioneer"
Solicits your sales both far and
near.
My price is only two per cent,
On all farm sales I represent.
My price is cheap, compare the
men,
Who auctioneer just now and
then.
Some never know when they
are done, i
They are too cheap to make you
mon.
The S-- will make dates and
print your bills,
Be sure and post them in the
valley and the hills.
This is the way to get your
crowd,
That makes you prosperous and
always proud.
Hire F. O. W. he'll do you proud
He'll get the price and be good
to the crowd.
Then you'll know you've had a
sale,
That went off well and did not
fail.
J
write to the Commissioner of
Public Lands, Santa Fe, N. M.
In some instances only part of
sections are vacant but the sub
division is not given in this list
Part of section vacant will be
given upon request.
Section Township Range
16 .18N. 21E.
32 19N. 21 E.
2 20N. 21E.
32 20N. '22E.
32 20N. 23E.
32 21N. 22E.
KOTICE TOR PUBLICATION '
o
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Olllce at Sa: ta Fe, New Mexico.
Jan. 2, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that
James Taylor, of Trementina, N. M.
Who, on Dec. 20, 1913, made Home
stead entry No. 020-107- , fcr SJ NWJ
Sec. 14, EJNE1 Sec. 15. nd Dec. 17
1914, made Add'l Homestead entry No.
022341 for the NW1-NE- 1, NiN-W- J
Sec. 15, SWJ-SW- J Sec 10 Township
16 N. Range "23E. N.M. P. Meridian
has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim tó the
lund above described, before J. F, Ilar- -
ibin, U. S. Commissioner, at Cuervo
N. M. on the 19th day of Feb. 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claude W. Vendel of Trementina. N.M.
Francisco Chaves of TrementinaN.M.
E. B. Cropp of Trementina, N. M.
J. M. Howe, of Trementina, N. M. .
Francisco Delgado. Register
2--
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe N. M.
Jan. 17, 1917.
Notice ia hereby given that
Ursulo Gonzales of Mills, Mora Co.
N. M. Who, on March 10, 1913 and
April 2, 1915, made H, E. No. 017987,
Add'l No. 023265 forSEJ-NE- , El-SE- J
SWJ-SE- i, NWJ-SE- i, NEi-SW- J SJ-S-
Section 11 Twp. 21N. Range 24 E. N.
M. P. Meridian has filed notice of in-
tention to make three year proof, to
estiblUh claim to tho land above
described, before F. II.. Foster, U, S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
N M on the 14 day of Mar. 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Felix Cordova Max Simo Madrid
Jose Dolores Medina Abel Madrid
All of Mills N. M,
Francisco Delgado, Register
SEVERE COLD QUICKLY CURED.
"On December first I had a severe
cold or attack of the grip ás it may bo
and was nearly sick in bed," writes O.
J. Metcalf. Wtathorby, Mo. 'i bought
two bottles of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy and it was only a few days
until I was completely restored to
health. .1 firmly believe that Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy is one of the very
best medicines and will know what to
do when I have another cold.".
Obtainable everywhere.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Laud
Oliice at Clayton, New Méx.,
Jan, IS, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that
Edwin R. NoytM of Sabinoso San
Miguel Co, N.M. Who on Nov. 25,1912
n.ado II. E. No. OIÓL'2-- for
SJ-N- ; ; NEJ-SE- Sec. J: HW1
SWi Section h) Towm-hi- 17N.
Range 25 It. N. M. I". Meridian, has
filed nptiee of intention to make eh n t
year proof, to establish claim to the
laud above dw.oilbed. Lcfore W. H,
Willcox.-U- . S. Commissioner at
his oli'u-- at Roy, N. M. on Ma. 10 '7
Claimant naiais iv.i witnesses:
Valentin Baca .Tose Ignacio Lujj;n
Simon Aragón Charley Van Gr.!
All of Erbir.oso N. M.
PAZ VALVi'UDM
Jle-iuet-
-.'
notice foe publication.
BROWN
SHOES,
SELZ
For all of
tv thehp Family
$2.50$5.00
'
STETSON
HATS
the Best
. f Made Hat
in America
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In the District Court, No. 2451.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)ss.
County of Mora )
Floersheim Mercantile Co Plaintiff,
vs
Abelino Trujillo, Defendant,
The said defendant, Abelino Trujillo
is hereby notified that a suit to Quiet
Title has been commenced against you
in the, District Court for the Ceunty of
Mora, State of New Mexico, by said
Plaintiff, Floersheim Mercantile Com-
pany, being Cause No. 2451, to quiet
title to that certain tract and pa reel of
land situate in the County of Mora and
State of New Mexico, described at fol-
lows and J Sec.
25 Township 19 N. Range 26E. contain-
ing 160 acres. That plaintiff's title
thereto be forever quieted and set at
rest, and for the costs of this action.
That unless you enter or cause to be
entered your appearance in said suit
on or before the 5th day of March A.D.
1917, decree PROCONFESSO therein
will be rendered against you.
Dated this 8th day of January 1917.
J. B, Lusk, Roy New Mexico
Attorney for Plaintiff
Pedro A. Ortega
0 Dist. Court Clerk.
and
J. E.
Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance
Surety Bonds
Office at Home Restaurant,
ROY, N. M.
Tom J. Tayloh. jr.. Absrtacto
THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals , Short Orders
A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen
We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistaat
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better
give you more for your money than anyone else.
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.
J.F.ARNETT Prop'r.
To Trade
Three Lots in the best loca-
tions in SHAWNEE, OKLA.
a College town of16,CC0 people.
Will trade for patented land
on the Roy "Mesa.
If.interested inquire at S--
owner can be seen personally,
C. U. Strong, County Treasurer
Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange, ROY, N. M.
'.
Connects with LONG-DISTANC- E PHONE ?t Springer.
Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points. Rural-Communi- ty Lines con-
nected. Roy City Exchange, Efficient Service- -
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
,ran.201!)17.
NOTICE Is hereby given that
Fred S. Edmonds of Mosquero N, M.
Who on June 18, 1!)15 made Add 1 HE
No. 020314 for SWJ-N- and NWi-SW-
Sec. 34 Twp. 19N. Kng. 28E.
N, M, P. Meridian has filed notice of
intension1 to make final proof to
establish claim to the land above des-
cribed before Registn- - and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, 2tf. Mex.
on Mar. 2.!, 1017.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Benjamin F. Brown, J, E. Smith,
Cesario Garcia Jose B, Garcia,
All of Mosquero, New Mexico.
TAZ VALVERDE, Register.
2i
Department of tho Interior U S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Jan, 18, 1017,
Notice is hereby given that
Oscar A, Million of Solano Mora Co.
New Mexico, Who on March 16, 1910
made H. E. Serial No. 011354 for the
NEi: Lots 1 and 2, EJ-N- Sec. 30
Township 19 N. Ranjre 27 E. N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
tion to make five Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above .
described before W H Willcox, U S
Comr. at Hoy, New Mexico, on
Mar. 16 1917 ,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Walter Kcss y Jogoph Allen
John Lile - Charles J. Burton
All of Solano IJ. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
4 Register
MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
(
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared '
. Zto furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
.
WI HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
AH MtUri nlruMd to m iimntchrd with PmmvtnrM Ii4 AfurryYear DuainCM Jif ineif.ll.T
J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr. '
THE SPANISH-AMERICA-
LEADERSHIPS SETTLED PEACEVITHTIIENEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
NEW MEXICO
STATE NEWS
MOTHERHOOD
WOMAN'S JOY
Suggestions to Childless
Women.
FOREIGN
There Is more than $500,000 worth
Of motor struck standing in a vacant
lot In Long Island City waiting to be
shipped to Russia. - '
The imports of tires into India for
1916-1- 6 show á big increase. During
that period Italy exported tires to the
value of over $400,000 into India.
The employés of Schneider and Com-a- t
Harfleur, the second largest steel
works in France, and which Is devoted
to the manufacture of munitions, have
gone on a strike.
France Is in the grip of the severest
cold weather for many years. The
number of deaths from cold and the
sufferings of the Parisians have been
aggravated by the coal shortage.
Naval representatives of the four
principal entente powers, Great Brit
BOTH PARTIES 8ELECT MEN FOR
.
SESSION.'"'
Harmony Holds 8wsy Over Both
Branches of Legislature Now In
Assembly.
Welters Newspaper Union News Servlc.
SANTA FE. The matter of leader
ship in both houses has now .been
pretty definitely determined and has
followed the line of caucus action. In
the Senate there has been no occasion
for division over any measure that has
arisen, but all Republican senators
look to Senator Clark as the head of
their party in that body, while the
Democrats seem disposed to take a
similar attitude toward Senator Barth
In, the House, Judge Barnes and Mr,
Pardue are the natural, as well as the
duly and officially designated leaders
of their respective parties. Both
Barnes and Pardue are cast in roles
for which they are peculiarly adapted,
House Committees.
Following are the members of the
House committees:
Agriculture Animtnrln Hanti.t
Manuel A. Otero, Alejo Ourule, BoteroChaves, Jose donsales, C. W. B. Bryan,Escolástico C. de Baca.
Mines and Mining Alejo Oarule,Manuel Sanche!, Eluterlo Leyba, JesusC. Sanches, Tlejo Qarule, Frank Vesely,
Public Printing J. Felipe Armljo, R,
P. Barnes, Alejo Uurule, Anastaclo n,
Frank Roy, Lee R. York,Frank Vesely.
Capitol Patricio Garcia, Jose Q.Romero, AMJandro Arellano, BoteroChaves, Clemente Mascarenas, Ciprianojjuceru, i.yman m. Khaw.
Finance Jose Qonsales, 8. H. Wins-
ton, Anastaclo Bantlstevan, Jesus C.Sanches, Ira O. Wetmore, Pablo Gomes,
a. xi. iewis.Judiciary R. F. Barnes. Ole E. Over
on, Luis . Ortiz, Ira O. Wetmore. Jesus
u. sancnes, jonn K. oaunt, J. E. Par-due-
C. B. Livingston. Lee R. York.
Railroads Ira O. Wetmore, Narclo
Francis, R. P. Barnes, Jesus C. Sanches,
Enrique Mares, C. B. Livingston, Pablo
domes.
Livestock Narciso Sanches, Elauterio
Leyba, Frank A. Roy, Alejo Ourule, Li- -
Drauo valencia, 1. u. Upton, i. tt,Lewis.
Engrossed and Enrolled Bills Man
uel A. Otero, R. P. Barnes, Jose Qon-
sales, Librado Valencia, Jose G. Rome-
ro, C. B. Livingston, S. L. Melhop.
Rules W. H. H. Llewellyn, Ira O.
Wetmore, R. P. Barnes, J. C. Sanches,
Anastaclo Santlstevan, C. B, Livingston,
T. O. Upton.
Privileges and Elections Manuel
Sanches, gotero Chaves, John R. Oaunt,
Luis O. Ortis, J. a. Romero, C. W. ,B.
Bryan. Patricio Romero.
public Lands Enrique Mares, Ira O.
Wetmore, John R. Oaunt Jesus C.
Sanches, R. P. Barnes, p. S. Taves, John
W. Turner.
Taxation and Revenue Frank H.
Winston. R. P. Barnes, N. Francis, Luis
O. Ortiz, Jose O. Romero, T. H. Lewis,
Pablo Gomez.
Counties and County Lines Frank A.
Roy, Anastaclo Santlstevan, N. Francis,
Fred Leavltt, Reynaldo Ortiz, J. E. Par-du- e,
T. H. Lewis.
Banks and Banking John R. Gaunt.
Ira O. Wetmore, N. Francis, Ole E.
Overson, Basilio Griego, C. B. Living-ito- n,
T. G. Upton.
Internal Affairs Librado Valencia,
Tose Gomales, Fred Leavltt, E. N.
Burch, Enrique Mares, Lyman E. Shaw,
Patricio Garcia.
Roads and Highways E. N. Burch,
Jose Gonzales, John R. Gaunt, J. Felipe
Armljo, Alejandro Arrellano, T. H. Lew-
is, C. H. Algert.
Public Property Freí Leavltt, N.
Francis. Ole E. Overson, Luls'Q. Ortiz,
Clemente Mascarenas, Lyman E. Shaw,
Escolástico C. de Baca,
Librarians Basilio Griego, Pedro F.
Ralazar, Luis G. Ortiz, Enrique Mares,
Ole E. Overson, G. W. Stroud, Patricio
Romero.
Insurance Alejandro Arellano, Ira
O. Wetmore, Jesus C. Sanchez, Luis CI
Ortiz, Anastaclo Santlstevan, C. R. Liv-
ingston, Cipriano Lucero.
Ways and Means Luis G. Ortl, Pe-
dro- P. Sanchez, Reynoldo Ortiz, Eleu-terl- o
Levba. Fred Leavltt. John W.
Turner, G. W. Stroud.
State Affairs Clemente Mascarenas.
S. H.. Winston, F. A. Roy, Manuel A.
Otero, Reynaldo Ortiz, T. K. Lewis, G.
W. Stroud.
Constitutional Amendment Ole H.
Overson. Ira O. Wetmore, Enrlqu
Mares, Manuel A. Otero, Jose- G. Rome-
ro, Frfjiik Vesley, Pablo Gomez.
Disbursements of Public Monies-Pe- dro
P. Sanchez, J. Felipe Armljo,
Alelo Arellanoi Basilio Griego, Enrique.
Mares, P: S. Eaves, T. G. Upton.
Irrigation Pedro Sanchez, Manuel
Sanchez, J. Felipe Armijo, Luis C. Ortiz,
Jose Gonzales, C. H. Algert, Cipriano
Lucero;
State, County and Municipal Indebt-
edness Jose G. Romero, Manuel San-
chez, Pedro B. Sanchez, F. A. Roy, Rey-
naldo Ortiz, Pablo Gomez, L. R. York.
Military Affairs Eluterlo Leyba, Ba
silio Griego, Jose Gonzales, Clemente
Mascarenas, Fred Leavltt, C. W. B, Bry-
an, T. G. Upton.
duration Reynaldo Ortiz. John R.
Gaunt, F. H. Winston, E. N. Burch, Jose
Gonzales, John W. Turner, S. L. Mel
hop,
Public Institutions Pedro- - Salasar,
Clemente Mascarenas, Librado. Valona
olas F: H. Winston, Manuel A. Otero,
John W. Turner, Patricio Saochea.
Corporations Jesus C. Sanchez, Iraj Wetmore, ft. P. Barnes, Anastaclo
Santlstevan, F. H. Winston, L. R. York,
K. R. Livingston.
State Bar Make Recommendations.
Santa Fé. The- State Bar Associa
tion has recommended the following
laws for enactment in the present ses-
sion of the Legislature: Permitting
husband or wife to testify In criminal
cases, authorizing review of Judg-
ments, providing for appeal without
tiling motion for new trial, permitting
persons adjudged to be Insane to bring
action to determine it he has been re-
stored to sanity, permitting interven-
tion in attachment suitB, authorizing
executions to be issued to any county,
making removal or disposal of mort
gaged property a felony.
Denied Acquaintance of Armour.
Santa Fe. Elbert W. Blancett, con
fronted here by Roy Armour, the
brother of Clyde Armour, whom Blan
cett is alleged to have murdered on
Oct. 23, denied that he ever saw Clyde
Armour.
State Normal Asks Dormitory.
Silver City. A movement which the
Chamber of Commerce will probably
be pledged to support is the erection
of a dormitory at the New Mexico
State Normal School.
SWORD POINT
MPEROR WILLIAM'S PROMISE
ON BIRTH ANNIVERSARY.
FIGHTING ON THE FRONT
RENEWED EFFORTS BY BOTH
THE TEUTONIC TR00P8 AND
THE ALLIES.
Western Newspaper Union News fléfviíí.
London. Emperor William of Gei-man-
repeated on his 68th birthday an
niversary his promise previously made
to the German army that Germany
would enforce peace with the sword.
His message was sent to Berlin from
the German great headquarters in re
ply to birthday congratulations, ac
cording to German newspapers.
The Emperor's 'declaration was
made in the face of expectations in
some of the entente capitals that he
would make a notable peace move in
an address he was expected to deliver
at a meeting of Teutonic state, mili
tary and naval leaders assembled at
the headquarters to celebrate the an
niversary.
London. The Teutonic troops are
being subjected to terrific pressure by
the allies in an offensive on every
front.
Near Rlfja the Russians are follow
ing up their gain in which, according
to an admission of the Berlin war c
fice, the German trenches were
pierced. Rumanian troops, reinforced
by Russians, are rapidly developing
their offensive in the Moldavian the
ater. The Austrian lines on the Ison-s-
are being bombarded by the Ital
ians, who report important successes,
and the London war office announces
German trenches have been carried by
the British forces in France.
Petrograd. Russian forces after ar
tillery preparation assumed the of
fensive against the Austro-Germa-n for.'
titled positions on both sides of the
Kimpolung-Jacoben- l road, near the
northwestern frontier Moldavia, and
after stubborn fighting broke through
the Teutonic lines along a front of
nearly two' miles, says the Russian
official statement.
One Throw no Reported Dead.
Paris. The Dresden (Germany) ar
senal has been blown up, and 1,000
women and young girls killed, accord-
ing to a Tetter taken from a German
soldier.
Germarr Raider Off U. 8. Coast.
Old Point Comfort, Va. Wireless
warnings sent out by allied warshipa
told of the presence of a supposed
German raider In latitude 40 north and
longitude 60 west. Merchant ships
were advised not to proceed in the di-
rection of the position given as the
last spot where the supposed raider
was sighted'.
Seattle Mayor Indicted.
Seattle. Mayor Hiram C. GUI, Chief
of Police Charles L. Beckingham, and
former Sheriff Robert T. Hodge were
Indicted by the federal grand Jury,
charged with violation of the federal
liquor laws. Government agents
charge Mayor Gill received a fifiQQ
bribe in connection wifb activities of
an alleged ring which has made illegal
liquor shipments into Washington
since the prohibition law became ef-
fective a year ago,
Plot to Ship Arms.
London. A plot to ship a large
luantity of American-mad- e arms and
ammunition into Mexico so Carranza
could resist intervention by the
United States, details of which were
brought to light when a Spaniard
named Julian Urgoite was fined $500,
implicates Felix de la Reguera in Mex-
ico, claiming to represent the Mexican
minister of war, as well as Obregon
himself. TJrgoite- testified to having
lived six years in Mexico. The British
interrupted his plot to ship large quan-
tities of American arms and ammuni
tion ostensibly for the United King
dom, but which, when once on high
seas, were to go to Mexico. He was
tried for breach of the defense of the
realm regulations, and Is the ninth
person convicted for attempting to
deal in war materials without per
mission.
$30,000 In Jewelry Stolen.
Lenox. The New York police de
partment is trying to follow a trail
three months old to recover Jewels
valued at $30,000, stolen from the
home of Mrs. Robert Wlnthrop of
Lenox. A reward of $5,000 is offered.
Colorado's Share $167,380.00.
Denver. Apportionment of $10,000,- -
000 to aid the states in the construc-
tion of rural post roads, the second an-
nual, distribution in accordance with
the federal aid loan law, has been an
nounced by Secretary Houston of the
Department of Agriculture in Wash-
ington. The funds are tue apportion-
ment for the fiscal year ending Juae
SO, 1918. To meet the cost of admin-
istering the law $300,000 has been de-
ducted. Of the remaining $9,700,000
Colorado gets $167,880.
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRE3 ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD,
DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
Wsstera Nwpspr Union ltws Btrvtc.
ABOUT THE WAR
Lieutenant Guynemer has bagged his
twenty-eight- h German aeroplane his
third In seventy-tw- hours the offl
elal war office statement announced In
Paris.
Renewed fighting has broken out In
the Riga region on the Russian front,
the war office announced In Berlin.
The result of the engagements has
keen favorable to the Germans.
Capture of further Russian positions
on both sides of the River Aa (Riga
front), and repulse of strong hostile
counter attacks on the east bank, has
Been announced In official statements
In Berlin.
Ai small unidentified German vessel
approached the Suffolk coast and fired
number of shells, only a portion of
which reached the land. There were
no casualties and only Insignificant
damage;
Dispatches from Montevldlo re-
ceived at Buenos Aires declared on re
liable information that the German
Balder hag been identified as the for-
mer Hamburg-Sout- American liner
cap Ortegal.
Germany has started a sudden often
live toward Verdun and an offensive
whose first clash with the French de
fenders has been marked by desperate
hand-to-han- fighting on the slopes of
Dead Man's hill.
Capture of Russian fort positions of
more than six miles extent, with four-
teen officers, 1,700 rank, and thirteen
machine guns was announced in the
German official statement from Prince
Leopold's front on both sides of the
River Aa, Riga sector.
More than $96,000,000 In gold was
old to the Bank of England by the
Sank of France in 1916. That sum
does not include loans of sold payable
after the war. The Bank of France
has advanced the government $1,480,-000,00-
Its circulation of bank notes
was $3,336,000,000.
WESTERN
Adobe houses at the American fie
headquarters in Colonia Dublan were
being blown down with dynamite and
the flooring shipped to Columbus,
N M.
Filings hare been made, within a
period of three weeks, on between
and 1,500,000 acres of govern-
ment land in Colorado under the pro-
visions of the 640-acr- homestead act.
Small Woman, former wife of Sitting
Bull, 1b dead at the Fort Berthold 1
dian reservation in western North
Dakota, from burns sustained when
fire destroyed ber shack at Lucky
Mound.
The famous painting of Buffalo Bill
by Papiclna, the Italian artist, and
many 'other rare and costly trophies
owned by the old scout, will be In-
trusted to Denver's care "for the
people of the country," according to
plans which have been made by the
colonel's widow.
The Mountain States Lumber Deal-
ers' Association, which held its con-
vention in Denver, elected the follow-
ing offlcere: W. R. Grier of Cheyenne,
president; J. O. Frebstel of Santa Fé,
N. M., first vice president; Fred 1
Conine of Denver, second vice presi-
dent; Henry Larson of Rawlins, Wyo.,
third vice president; Larry Maroney
Of Denver, treasurer.
WASHINGTON
The amount of whisky consumed by
the American people In 1916 apparent-
ly was greater than in any previous
year since 1909, according to tax re-
turns to the Treasury Department com-
plied In Washington.
That over 2,500,000 people use th
atlonal forests as playgrounds each
year was the statement made 1
Henry S. Graves, chief of the Forest
enrice, before the annual meeting of
the American Forestry Association
Jut closed.
The railway brotherhood leaders at
Washington have laid before Presi-
dent Wilson in writing their proposals
tor a compromise on his railway leg-
islation program and he is consider-
ing them. The labor leaders propose,
Instead of a law to prevent a strike
er lockout pending an investigation,
that provision be made for investiga
tion by a mixed board of employés
and employers.
The State Department will act im-
mediately on the appeal in the inter-
est of George Bacon, newspaper man
supposed to be. under arrest in Ireland.
It was stated the "usual procedure"
would be followed in the Bacon case
which means immediate inquiry will
be made through Ambassador Page r
London.
Reports reaching the Treasury De-
partment from numerous sources were
that sharpers have been selling at i
premium the new designed quarters
ad half dollars coined in 1916, repre-
senting that the new coins are rare.
Wwliri NawpPr Union Nwi Bsrvlc.(iiiivi lev a: kits.
Feb. 18-- tl Twenty-thir- d Annual
of the Scottish Rlts Muoni atBanta Fé.July 6 Annual Reunion of Cowboys'
association at Las Vegas.
Grant county may be divided.
Santa Fe Is to have a new $20,000
high school building.
The funeral of Gen. B. J. Vlljoen
took place at Las Cruces.
The Porter ranch at Tularosa, con-
taining 377 acres, was sold for $20,000.
Already this year three new banks
have been organized In New Mexico
towns. '
Oil development work in thé Ros
well district is boosting the price of
real estate.
Seventeen New Mexico companies
Incorporated during the first sixteen
days of January.
Eight inches of snow were reported
from the Rito de los Frijoles and sur
rounding country.
Eight Individuals were arrested on
the charge of participating in a poker
game at Tucumcari.
One man was skilled and another in
jured when two Santa Fe railway
handcars crashed together in Albu
querque.
Curry county,' with other plains
country, has recently had a fall of six
Inches of snow which will prove very
beneficial.
An election will be held in Lincoln
county on March 7 to vote on a prop-
osition to issue $55,000 in bonds for
road building.
State Engineer James A. French has
approved the plans for the Eagle's
Nest dam, to be built near Cimarron
for irrigation purposes.
The coal famine which other com
munities of the state are experiencing
is not worrying the people of Moun-tainal- r
to any great extent.
According to a report of Director
Ladd, of the State College, $76,000 in
profits were made the past year as a
result of the college's work.
A resolution for a $40,000 bond is-
sue to purchase sites and erect school
buildings was Introduced at the Board
of Education meeting at Albuquerque.
Six hours after getting her decree
of divorce from Judge Colin Neblett,
Mrs. Moude H. Saenza returned to
Santa Fé to remarry ber husband, an
employé of the United States Indian
school.
Rafael Gallegos, a member of the
New Mexico State Legislature several
years ago, and who was a Baptist
minister and later an attorney, died
at East Las Vegas after a protracted
illness.
In an attempt to stop a quarrel be
tween a young Mexican, Cruz Barba,
and another Mexican namer Chavez,
Francisco Domínguez was shot and
killed in front of Carillo's saloon in
Santa Rita.
Miss Gertrude Watkins of Little
Rock, Ark., is now in New Mexico to
complete the work begun' by Dr. Rus-
sell during the last campaign, in or-
ganizing women's suffrage clubs in
the state.
Probably eighteen persons were
killed in the collapse of the Sonora ho-
tel, a two-stor- y structure in Cananea,
seventy miles southeast of here, ac
cording to a telegram received at
Douglas, Ariz.
The overcrowded condition of the
capítol, which for the past few Legis-
latures has led to the introduction of
bills for the building of an addition
is reported even more annoying at
this session.
The stealing of a Santa Fe rail
way freight locomotive In Lamy a few
days ago has now become an interna
tional affair.
Charles Campbell, a retired ranch
man and one of the pioneers in the
cattle industry in Grant county, died
at the Mimbres Hot Springs after an
Illness of several months. He was
71 years of age.
Governor De Baca has appointed L.
B. Prince and Col. R. E. Twitchell of
Santa Fé and H. B. Hernandez to serve
as delegates to the American Good
Roads Association convention which
.meets in Boston Feb. 5 to 9.
E. R. Paradla of Colorado Springs,
Colo., attempted to commit suicide in
the city Jail at Albuquerque by taking
a poisonous powder given him by E.
M. Clayton, city physician, to treat a
wounded wrist He will recover.
Pueblo Indians are to be employed
on the highway construction in Blue
cañón, between Socorro and Magda-
lena, just as they had been on La
Bojada hill. More than a score of
them from Isleta, accompanied by the
governor, are already at work.
Dr. J. C. Slack of Clayton, who
stood very high in Masonic circles,
died this week as the result of ex-
posure in an automobile trip from
Raton to Clayton.
Both the United States commission-
er and the county clerk at Silver City
have been rushed with applications
for filing binder the provisions of the
new 640-acr- e homestead act.
Socorro. The Jury in the District
Court brought In a verdict of mur-
der in the second degree against Tom
O'Nell for the death of Melquíades
Jirón on Nov. 16, In Magdalena.
Among the virtues of Lydla E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the
ability to correct sterility in the
cases of many women. This fact is
well established as evidenced by the
following letter and hundreds of others
we have published in these colums.
Poplar BluiT, Mo. "I want other
women to know what a blessing Lydia
t...... fi-w- E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound haa
been to me. We
bad alwayl wanted
a baby in our borne
bnt I was in poor
health and not able
to do my work. My
mother and has-ban- d
both urged me
to try Lydla E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable
Compound. I did
so. my health im
proved and I an now the mother of a
fine baby girl and do all my own house
work.'-M- rs. AiXtt B. Timhons, 218
Almond St, Poplar Bluff, Mo.
In many other homes, once childless,
there are now children because of the
fact that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound makes women normal,
healthy and strong
Write to the Lydla E. Pinkham Medi-
cine Co., Lynn, Mass.. for advice it
will be confidential and helpful.
Many a man who follows a bnnd
wouldn't have the nerve to face the
music.
OLD PRESCRIPTION
FOR WEAK KIDNEYS
A medicinal preparation like Dr. Kil
Bier's Swamp-Root- , that has real curativi
value almost sells itself. Like an endlen
chain system the remedy is recommended
by those who have been benefited to thoei
who are in need of it.
Dr. Kilmer's Swámp-Roo- t is a phyri
cian's prescription. ' It hal been tested
for years and hat brought results to count
less numbers who have suffered. ' '
The success of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
is due to the fact that it fulfills almost ev
cry wish in overcoming kidney, liver an
bladder' diseases, corrects urinary trouble
and neutralizes the uric acid which cauiei
rheumatism.
Do not snffer. Get a bottle of Swamp
Root from any druggist now. Start treat
ment today.
However, if roe wish first to test tab '
great preparation send ten cents to Dr
Kilmer 4 Co, Binghamton, N. Y., for I
sample bottle. When writing be sure ani
BMBtion this paper. Adv.
ONE GIRL HE COULDN'T FOOL
And "Turn Down" Made Reporter Feel
.ii u- -. I ,l. r : j -- ...... -- .
the Others Also.
She was one of those twentieth cen
tury young women who knows how sh
gets what she has, and who keepe s
sharp eye out for laggards, espeeiallj
of the opposite sex.
A newspaper reporter, on his dallj
round in search of the small news ol
the county seat town, entered the de
partment store where she had begun
work that morning. She watched' him
enter several notes in a scratch pad
as a number of the girls gathered
round and spoke In rather excited
tones. When he had finished he made
his way toward her, and by way ol
introduction said in his most pleasant
manner:
"Do you have any news for the pa
per?"
"Not much!" she answered, aftei
casting a withering look at the inqulr
er. "There's nothing doing. Tou fel
lows on the newspapers go around t
the stores every day and have the girls
give you items, and then you go bach
to the office and write them up and get
paid for It. But you can't work n.'N
And he, wondered how it happened
every girl on the floor was looking at
him when he turned around for an
avenue of escape. Indianapolis News.
Cut From Menu.
"What are you paying for eggs?"
"Nothing. They're too blamed
high."
Before starting the youngstert
to school give them a piping
hot cup of
Instant Postum
School teachers, doctors and
food experts agree on two
points that the child needs
hot drink, and that the
drink shouldn't be coffee.
Postum fills the need admin
ably and its very extensive use
among thoughtful parents,
coupled with the child's fond--,
ness for this flavory, nourish-
ing food-drin- k, show how
completely it meets the re-
quirement
"There's a Reason"
No change in price, quality,
ain, France, Russia and , Italy, have
just completed a conference in Lon
don in whtch they determined what
steps were necessary for unified and
offensive and defensive
operations by the various fleets.
An attempt was made to assassinate
Yuklo OzakI, former minister of jus-
tice and leader of the Constitutional
party, while be was addressing a mass
meeting called to demand the resigna
tion of the cabinet, in Tokio. While
M. Ozakl was speaking two men
armed with short swords sprang upon
the platform and tried to stab him.
Immediate conscription of accumu
lated wealth to lighten the financial
burden of the war is demanded in a
resolution adopted unanimously at
Manchester at the annual meeting of
the Labor party. The resolution calls
for taxation of not less than fifteen
shillings on the pound, on unearned
incomes; direct taxation of land and
nationalization of the banking system.
SPORTING NEWS
"Little Nemo" Lelbold, White Sox
outfielder, has sent his signed contract
to the White Sox.
Jim Loudos, claimant of the light
heavyweight wrestling title of Ameri-
ca, defeated Harry Hartman at Bur
lington, la., two falls out of three.
George Stovall has been officially
appointed manager of the Vernon
Club of the Pacific Coast league at
Los Angeles, Cal., by Thomas J. Dar-mod-
Ernest Walker, outfielder of the Lit-
tle Rock, Ark., team of the Southern
league, I has been traded to the Phil-
adelphia Nationals for Pitcher Tlncup
and Outfielder Wleser.
Johnny Champa, representing the
six-da- bliycle riders, and Managers
Harmon and Cooper, are laying the
track for the six-da- y race to be run in
Chicago Feb. 11 to 17.
A deal has just been concluded by
which Pitcher Earl Flehert of Can
Junction, Mo., with Wichita in the
Western league last year, is secured
for Bloomington this season.
By a strong tenth-roun- d finish, Jack
Britton, the Boston welterweight,
gained a narrow marginal victory over
Mike O'Dowd of St. Paul in a ten-roun- d
contest at St. Paul,
Minn.
GENERAL
The Arkansas House of Representa-
tives passed the Senate prohibition
bill, making the state "bone dry."
Announcement was made in Pitts--,
burg that the United States Steel Cor-
poration had advanced the price of
structural shapes and plates $3 a ton.
No longer will cabaret "jaz" bands
syncopate "Star Spangled Banner" for
dancers in Chicago. An ordinance ap-
proved by the city council forbids
playing the national air as part of a
medley.
The commission in New York for re-
lief in Belgium announces it has re-
ceived during the last three days two
gifts of $100,000 each and one of $200,-00- 0
for its special fund for an extra
meal daily for Belgian school children.
Lashed to a floating spar with his
necktie, William H. Nichols of Glas-
gow was saved from drowning through
an entire night In mid-ocea- after the
wrecking of the steamer Lycurgus, and
and was picked up by an Italian de-
stroyer.
One man was killed and several per-
sons were painfully injured at Cleve-
land when Nickel Plate passenger
train No. 3, New York to Cleveland,
went through a switch and crashed in-
to the side of a freight train standing
on a siding.
Misouri's investigation into the high
cost of newsprint paper began at Jef
ferson City when Charles G. Revelle,
former Supreme Court justice, was or
dered to take testimony as to whether
Misouri's anti-trus-t laws were being
violated by paper manufacturers and
jobbers doing business In the state.
Mme. Alice Brugnot, treasurer of
the Society of French Professors of
America and mentor of children in
Chicago's exclusive set, "did her bit
for E'rance." Pneumonia, developing
from a cold contracted while she was
In charge of the French Red Cross
booth at the allied bazar, resulted In
her death.
European speculators said to be
operating in the Chicago market have
cornered next winter's supply of but-
ter and eggs, giving promise that
housewives may pay not less than $1
a dozen for eggs and possibly more for
a pound of butter.
Five men, members of the crew of
the Belgian steamship Samland, in
service of the Belgian relief commis-
sion, were arrested in New York and
300 pounds of manufactured rnbber,
alleged to have been smuggled aboard
the ship were seized by officers of the
United States customs' neutrality. or size of package.
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THE 8PANI8H-AMERICA-
lived hitherto under the power of gov
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MUST EIID WAR
V7ITII0ÜTVICT0RY
Lasting Peace la U. 8. Demand
The present war must first be end-ed- :
but we owe it to. candor and to
a just regard for the opinion of man-
kind to say that so far a our par-
ticipation in guarantees of future
peace 1 concerned, it make a great
deal of difference in what way and
upon what term it la ended. The
treaties and agreement which bring
it to an end must embody terms which
will create a peace that is worth guar-
anteeing and preserving, a peaco that
will win the approval of mankind; not
merely a peace that will serve the ev-er-
interest and Immediate alms of
the nations engaged. We shall have
no' voice In determining what those
terms shall be. but we shall, I. feel
ure, have a voice in determining
whether they shall be made lasting or
not by the guarantees of a universal
covenant and our Judgment upon what
is fundamental and essential as a con-
dition precedent to permanency should
be spoken now, not afterward when it
may. be too ate, .. ..;
No covenant of cooperative peace
that does not include the peoples' of
the New World can suffice to keep the
future safe against war, and yet there
is only one sort of peace that the peo-
ples of America could Join in guaran- -
vx --". vl
IS CHILD CO55,
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Look, Motherl If tongue
coated, give "California
Syrup of Figs
Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop ploying
to empty the bowels, and the result 1
they become tightly clogged wita
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
cross, half-sic- feverish, don't eat,
sleep or act naturally, breath I bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-ach- e or diarrhea. Listen,
Mother I See If tongue Is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and in a few b ur all
the constipated waste, sour bilo and
undigested food passes out of the ay-ter-
and you have a well child ngabL
Millions of, mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" becnuso It Is perfectly
harmless; children love It, and it nev-
er fails to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
Ask at the store for a bottle
Of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
of all. ages and for grown-u- p plainly
printed on the bottle. Adv.
Scant
,
"What Is your father fussing
nbout?"
"lie was nil rendy to start for town
and he could not remember whether
he hnd brushed his hair or not"
"Good gracious, It would not take
hi in a minute to glance In the mirror
and find outl"
"He can't tell by looking at It, he
has to remember."
TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING
Girlsl Try Thlsl Make Kalr Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
. More Itching Scalp.
Within ten minutes after an appli-
cation of Danderlne you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not Itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks use, when you see new
hnlr, fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the
scalp.
A little Danderlne immediately dou-
bles the beauty of your hair. No dif-
ference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderlne and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect 1 ama
ing your hair will be light fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an Incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowltoifa
Danderlne from any store, and provo
that your hair Is as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
Injured by careless treatment tbafl
all you surely con have beautiful hair
and lots of It If you will Just try a lit-
tle Danderlne. Adv.
The question of extracting potash
from wool scour! ngs is being investi-
gated.
An optimist takes a day ff when
he has a toothache.
A scoop which Is also a acale ha
been Invented by a man in Mobile, Ala.
Then w a young hJy mmcd Btnki, h ikn tafci
lh thip ly it anchort
She awoke in diimiy when the heard (f mm ay.
Now hoist up the top sheet and ipanJur.1
It' erxMijh to frighten anybody to ñrake)
covered out of found aleep with the flrwi
ymptoma of cold clutching at the throat and
lunga, with that chilly creepy feeling all aver.Quick action It necewary at euch time ta nip M
In the bud and thu, prevent bronchltleor eerteua
lung trouble. If you will alwava k a MtU
of old rellabl
Boschee's
German Syrup
handy there Is no need to worry. It
gently soothes Inflammation, catea
the cough, Insures a good night'
sleep, with free expectoration In the
morning. -- This old remedy ha beea
successfully used all over the civil
zed world for the last 51 year. 25c
and 75c. sizes at all druggist and
Sealers everywhere, Try it and see.
Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
Cut out cathartic and purntlvea. They
brutal, harah, unnecetaaxy. Tiyy"- -.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. Act r irsriTrn'rgently on the liver, f IwArilLKdleliminate Due, ana .f j1 wiTTi rootnetne delicate
membrane of the ' i II ivr.it ibowel. Cart f ..á I HPlLia IUenatlpallon,
Dinouaneai,
Sick Head.
acha and Indlfeillti, al Blluaii kaaw.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRiOL
Genuine must bear Signature
ernments devoted to a faith and pur
pose hostile to their own,
, Conditions Clearly Indispensable.
I speak of thl not because of any
desire to exalt an abstraet polrtleal
principle which has always been held
very dear by those who have sought
to build up liberty in America, but tor
the same reason that I have spoken
to the other conditions of peace which
eem to me clearly Indispensable be
cause I wish frankly to uncover reali
ties. Any peace which does not rec
ognize and accept this principle will
Inevitably be upset It will not rest
upon the affections or the convictloni
ot mankind. The ferment of Bpirtt ot
whole populations will fight constant
ly against it, and all the world will
sympathize. The world can be at
peace only if its life Is stable, and
there can be no stability where the
will Is In rebellion, where there Is not
tranquillity of spirit and a Bens of
Justice and freedom and right.
So far as practicable, moreover,
every great people now struggling to
wards a full development of Its- - re
sources: and of its powers should be
assured a direct outlet to the great
highways of the seas. Where this can
not be done without the cessation of
territory, u can no doubt be done with
the neutralization of direct rights of
way under- - the general guarantee
which will assure peace itself. With
a right comity or arrangement no na
tion need be shut away from free
access to the open paths of the world's
commerce.
And the paths of the sea must, alike
In law and In fact, be free. The free
dom of the sens Is the sine qua non
.1
No doubt a somewhat radical recon-
sideration of many of the rules of in
ternational practice hitherto sought to
be established may be necessary in or
der to make the seas indeed free and
common in practically all. circum
stances for the use ot mankind, but
the motive for such changes Is con
vincing and compelling. There can be
no trust or Intimacy between the peo
ples of the world without them.
The free, constant, unthreatened In
tercourse of nations Is an essential
part of the process of peace and de-
velopment. It need not be difficult to
define or to secure the freedom of
the seas, if the governments of the
world sincerely desire to come to an
agreement concerning it
Navies of World to
It 1 a problem closely connected
with the limitation ot naval arma
ments and the ot the
navies of the world in keeping the
sea at once free and safe. And the
question of limiting naval armament
opens the wider and perhaps more dif
ficult question of the limitation of
armies and of all programs of military
preparation. Difficult and delicate as
these questions are, they must be
faced with the utmost candor and de
cided In a spirit of real accommoda
tion If peace is to come with healing
In its wings and come to stay. Peace
cannot be had without cessation and
sacrifice. There can be no sense of
safety and equality among the na-
tions If great preponderating arma--
continue here and there to be built np
and maintained.
Plan for Peace a for War.
The statesmen of the world must
plan for peace and nations must ad
Just and accommodate their policy to
It as they have planned for war and
made ready for pitiless contest and
rivalry. The question of armaments,
whether on land or sea, Is the most
immediately and intensely practical
question connected with the future
fortunes of nations and of mankind.
I have spoken upon these great mat-
ters without reserve and with the ut-
most expllcltness, because it baa
seemed to me to be necessary If the
world's yearning desire for peace was
anywhere to find free voice and ut-
terance. Perhaps I am the only per-
son In high authority amongst all the
peoples of the world who is at liberty
to speak and hold nothing back. I
am speaking as an Individual, and yet
I am speaking also, of course, as the
responsible head of a great govern-
ment, and I feel confident that I have
said what the people of the United
State would wish me to say.
May I not add that I hope and be-
lieve that I am in effect speaking for
liberals and friends of humanity In
every nation and of every program of
liberty? I would fain believe that I
am speaking for the silent mass ot
mankind everywhere, who have as yet
had no place or opportunity to speak
their real hearts out concerning the
death and ruin they see to have come
already upon the persons and the
homes they hold most dear.
Monroe Doctrine Preached for World.
And In holding out the expectation
that the people and government of the
United States will join the other civi-
lized nations of the world In guaran-
teeing the permanence of peace upon
such terms as I have named, I speak
with the greater boldness and confi-
dence because it is clear to every man
who can think that there Is in this
promise no breach in either our tra-
ditions or our policy as a nation, but
a fulfillment, rather, of all that we
have professed or striven for.
I am proposing, as It were, that the
nation should with one accord adopt
the doctrine of President Monroe a
the doctrine of the world: That no
nation should seek to extend its policy
over any other nation or people, but
that every people should be left free
to determine its own policy, its own
way of development, unhindered, un-
threatened, unafraid, the little along
with the great and powerful.
Marshall Gives Notice of Message.
Vice President Marshall laid before
the Senate a letter from the Presi-
dent, stating that he had an important
communication relating to foreign af-
fair which he deemed it his duty to
lay before the Senate, and which he
would like to present in person. The
Senate adopted a resolution, by Sen
ator Stone, to hear the President at
1 o'clock, 'i
'No other President has addressed
either branch of Congress separately
staee Thomas Jefferson did in 1Í01.
In fact, so President addressed Con-gre-
in Joint session since that time
mtfi PisMantJf"Wnion revived the
"
custom-i- n 1I1Í."
.
'
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BLACK WALNUT LOGS,
(Prepared by th United .States Depart-
ment of Agriculture.)
The following - .suggestions ' taken
from. United States, Department pi
Farmers Bulletin . 715,
Measuring and Marketing toodlot
Products, may be helpful to the furm-e- r
in securing a fair price fur his trees'
(1) Find out from ns many saw-
mills and wood-usin- g Industries as pos--
má fc .J v.
Small 8wmlll, Sawing Out Woodlot
Products.
Bible what prices they offer for varl.
ous wood products, In order that ad-
vantage may be taken of the best mar-
ket. This applies to sales requiring
shipment as well as to local sales.
(2) Before selling, inquire from
neighbors who have recently disposed
of their timber and use their experi-
ence as a guide. Failure to do this
has resulted In many instances in not
getting the full value of the product.
(3) ) Thoroughly Investigate all lo- -
LITTLE POINTERS ON DUCKS
Do Not Remove Feathers From Last
Jbint of Wing In Picking Flesh
"Turns" Quickly.
When picking ducks do not remove
the feathers from the last joint of the
wing or from the upper part of the
neck near the head. Also leave the
main tall feathers on.
If dressed ducks are to be kept
after they are dried oft when they are
taken from the cooling water, they
should be at once placed In the ice-
box. Duck flesh "turns" much more
quickly than the flesh of hens or tur-
keys.
A good mash for the young ducks
which are to be kept over for breed-
ers is made by mixing one part corn-mea- l,
two parts bran, one part boiled
vegetables, and one-hal- f pnrt beef
scraps. These should be mixed dry
and moistened with milk or water.
TREATMENT FOR SORE NECKS
Tannic Acid Is Recommended aa One
of the Best Remedies for Collar
Gall Keep Collar Clean.
Tannic acid is one of the very best
remedies for collar galls. It can be se-
cured from any drug store and Is
easily applied by rubbing lightly over
the collar every morning and evening
if the horse is working.
Collar galls usually appear either
at the top of the neck or at the point
of the shoulder where an improperly
fitted collar rubs. It is Important that
the collar be kept clean at all times
in order that it may be kept from cut-
ting into the neck, but special care in
keeping it clean is necessary after
these galls start. "An ounce of pre-
vention is worth a pound of cure."
WWfWWWWWWVWV.V.
FARM EFFICIENCY J
On a great majority of farms
success is primarily dependent
on three important factors.
These are: (1) The size of the
farm business ; (2) the yields of
the crops and the returns per
animal, representing the quali-
ty of the farm business, and (3)
the diversity of the business.
Of course many other things
have their influence, but the
farmer whose business is effi
cient in these three respects is
generally successful. Those
farms that are excellent in none
of these respects almost univer-
sally fall. Those deficient in one
or two may succeed, but their
chances" of success aré greatly
lessened.
Pmm Lasting' Through All Time
Should Recognita Equality of
AH, Declares President.
VA Y TO SEA 0 PEN TO ALL
New Monroe Doctrine Urged is
. Plan for League to Stop Clash
, .of Armed Forces.
WHttra Nwippr Union Nawi Sirvlc.
Washington, Jan. 24. A free Poland,
la one of the necessities of ' peace.
when belligerent Europe sits down to
make a treaty, Woodrow Wilson told
the Senate Monday. And that peace,
the' President declared; "'iriilst be glV'
en by some definite concert ot power
which will make it virtually lmpossl
ble that any such catastrophe'! the
war "should overwhelm us again.',1
To that end, said the President, dls
cussing his idea of a World League to
Enforce Peace, the people of America
should "add their authority and their
power to the authority and force ot
other nations to guarantee peace and
Justice throughout the world."
"Such a settlement," he added, "can
not now be long postponed," but, he
declared, any treaty which ends the
war must be "not merely a peace that
will serve the several Interests and
Immediate alms of the nations en
gaged;" it must be a peace without
victory. He realized, he declared,
"that mere terms of peace between
the belligerents will not satisfy the
belligerent themselves," and thus
brings the need of a World Peace
league.
"Victory," declared the President,
"would mean peace forced upon the
loser, a victor' terms Imposed upon
the vanquished," and, he asserted,
only a "peace between equals can
last." When the war ends, He said,
"the path of the sea must, alike In
law and fact, be free," because "the
fiee, constant, un threatened inter-
course of nation la an essential part
In the process of peace and develop
ment"
German Reply to Note la Indefinite.
The President spoke as follow:
Gentlemen of the Senate: On the
18th of December last I addressed an
Identical note to the governments of
the nations now at war, requesting
them to state more definitely than
they had yet been stated by either
group of belligerents the terms upon
which they would deem it possible to
make peace. I spoke on behalf of hu-
manity and ot the rights of all neutral
nation like our own, many ot whose
most vital interest the war put in
constant Jeopardy.
rne central powers united in a re-
ply which stated merely that they
were ready to meet their antagonists
in conference to discuss terms of
peace.
The entente power have replied
much more definitely and have stated
In general term indeed, but with suf
ficient definitenesa to imply detail,
the arrangements, guarantees and
act of reparation which they deem to
be the indispensable conditions of
satisfactory settlement.
Peace Only by Union of Power.
We are that much nearer a definite
discussion of the peace which shall
end the present war. We are that
much nearer the discussion of the In
ternationaf concert which must there
after hold the world at peace.
in every discussion of the peace
that must end this war it is taken for
granted that peace must be given by
ome definite concert of power which
will make It virtually impossible that
any catastrophe should ever over
whelm us again. Every lover of man
kind, every sane and thoughtful man
must take that for granted.
I have sought this opportunity to
address you because I thought that I
owed it to you, as the council associ-
ated with me in the final determina
tion of our international obligations,
to disclose to you, without reserve, the
thought and purposes that have been
taking form in my mind in regard to
the duty of our government in these
days to come, when it will be neces
ary to lay afresh and upon a new
plan, the foundation of peace among
the nation.
America to Play Part In Peace,
It is Inconceivable that the people
of the United States should play bo
part in that great enterprise. To take
part in such a service will be the op-
portunity for which they have sought
to prepare themselves by the very
principles and purposes of their pol-
ity and the approved practices of their
government ever since the day when
they set up a new nation In the high
and honorable hope that it might, in
all that it was and did, show mankind
the way to liberty. They cannot, la
honor, withhold the service to which
they aie now about to be challenged.
They do not wish to withhold It. But
they owe it to themselves and to the
other nation of the world to state the
condition under which they will feel
free to render it.
That service 1 nothing less than
this to add their authority, and their
power, to the authority and force of
other nations to guarantee peace and
justice throughout the world. Such a
settlement cannot now be long post-
poned. It is right that before it come
this government should frankly formu-
late the conditions upon which it
would feel justified in asking eur peo-
ple to approve its formal and solemn
adherence to a League for Peace. I
am here to attempt to itate those
CUT fROI.WOODLOT
cal timber requirements and prices,
since In mqpy casos local markets pay
better prices than outside markets .be-
cause' of the saving ,'Óf transportation
charges. ' 4 "
(4) Advertise in the papers and oth-
erwise secure competition among out-
side jurchaRer,s. , The expense will be
smnll and oufshle buyers will thus learn
of chances to'blil on timber in compe-
tition with local, buyers..... . ,
(5) Secure bids whenever practicable
both by' the lump and by log-scal- e
measure., A choice Is thus offered and
the more profitable form of bid can be
accepted.
......(0) Consider the responsibility of the
prospective purchaser before making
the sale, In order to avoid slow pay-
ment, costly collections, and losses.
(7) Prior to making sales, secure at
least a fairly good estimate of the
amount and value of the material for
sale. Persons acquainted with the
business of measuring or estimating
timber can usually be found in every
region where timber has been handled
In the past.
(8) Market the higher grades of tim-
ber instead of using them on the farm
for purposes for which cheaper mate-
rial will prove as serviceable. This
should be done in many cases even if
It makes necessary the purchasing and
hauling of lower priced lumber to the
farm. Markets which pay good prices
usually buy on grade, and Inspect
closely. '
(9) Remember that standing timber
does not deteriorate rapidly nor do the
uses of wood change greatly within a
few years. The owner, therefore, is
not forced to place his product on the
market regardless of market condi-
tions.
(10) Use a written timber-sal- e agree-
ment In selling woodlot timber, par-
ticularly where the cutting is done by
the purchaser.
APPLY LIME AFTER PLOWING
Countlesa Bacteria Work Only In Dark
and Require Both Air and Water
for Existence.
" While it is better to use lime on
a"id soils at any time of the year than
not to apply any, soil specialists at the
Ohio experiment - station recommend
that this material be used after plow-
ing for some cultivated spring crop.
The lime can then perform Its full
function In promoting the growth of
the bacteria that grow on clover
roots.
These countless bacteria, so helpful
to clover crops, work only in the dark
and require both water and air for
their existence. Also, they can live
only in soils either naturally or artifi-
cially supplied with lime.
Lime spread on the surface and not
stirred into the soil can help the bac-
teria but little. They would die there
for lack of moisture, and the lime
would be dissolved and carried Into
the soil only after a long time. Lime
plowed under is also out of reach of
the bacteria, which live chiefly in the
upper three or four inches of soil
where air Is plentiful. Hence, apply-
ing lime after plowing in the spring
and mixing it by cultivation into the
soil during the summer make condi-
tions most favorable for the clover
crop later.
BEES OF GREAT IMPORTANCE
No, Farm Complete Without a Few
Colonies Honey Is One of Farm-
er's Valuable Asset.
No farm is complete in its conveni-
ences and business methods without a
few colonies of Italian beens comfort
ably housed in a most convenient hive.
Honey Is one of the farmer's most
valuable assets, and in many places a
dozen colonies will gather 75 to 100
gallons of honey during a single sea-
son, worth In many places 75 cents a
gallon. All the bee wants is a mov-
able frame hive, in which the honey
Is stored in a convenient manner for
the farmer to get at any hour he may
wish to have honey and butter.
TRACTORS HELP OUT HORSES
Latest Invention as Applied to Farm
Work Relieves Animal From
Hardest Work of Year.
In years past labor-savin- g inven-
tions shifted hard work from human
hands to horses. This was fine for
man, but not so fine, for the horse.
But the latest invention, as ap-
plied to farm work does not shift
the burden to the horse; the tractor
relieves the horse from the hottest,
hardest grind of the year.
Term Must Satisfy America.
... The elements of that peace must be
elements that engage the confidence
and satisfy the principles of the Amer-
ican governments, elements consistent
With their political faith and the prac-
tical convictions which the peoples of
America have once for all embraced
and undertaken to defend.
I do not mean to say that any Amer-
ican government would throw any ob-
stacle in the; way of any term of
peace the government now at war
might agree upon or seek to upset
them when made, whatever they might
be.
I only take it for granted that mere
terms of peace between the belliger-
ents wil not satisfy even the belliger-
ents themselves. Mere agreements
may not make peace.
'It will be absolutely necessary that
a force be created as a guarantor of
the permanency of the settlement so
much greater than the force of any
nation now engaged or any alliance
hitherto formed or projected, that no
nation, no probable combination ot na-
tions could face or withstand it.
It the peace presently to be mado
la to endure it must be a peace made
secure by the organized major force
of mankind. The terms ot the imme
diate peace agreed upon will deter-
mine whether there is a peace where
such guarantee can be secured.
Question on Which Peace Hinge.
The question upon which the whole
future peace and policy ot the world
depends is this:
Is the present war a struggle for a
Just and secure peace, or only for a
new balance of power? If it be only
a struggle for a new balance of power,
who will, guarantee the stable equilib-
rium of the new arrangement? Only
a tranquil Europe can be a stable Eu-
rope. There must be, not a balance
of power, but a community of power;
not organized rivalries, but an organ-
ized common peace.
Fortunately, we have received very
explicit assurance on this point. The
statesmen oL both groups ot nation
now arrayed against one another have
said, in term that could not be mis-
interpreted, that It was no part of the
purpose they had in mind to crush
their antagonists. But the implica-
tions of these assurances may not be
equally clear to all may not be the
same on both sides of the water. I
think It will be serviceable If I attempt
to set forth what we understand them
to be.
They imply first of all that it must
be a peace without victory. It 1 not
pleasant to say this. I beg that I may
be permitted to put my own interpreta-
tion upon it, and that it may be under-
stood that no other Interpretation was
in my thought. I am seeking only to
face realities and to face them without
soft concealments. Victory would
mean peace forced upon the loser a
victor's terms imposed upon the van-
quished. It would be adopted In hu-
miliation, under duress, at an intoler-
able sacrifice, and would leave a sting,
a resentment, a bitter memory upon
which terms ot peace would rest, not
permanently, but only as upon quick-
sand. Only a peace between equal
can last; only a peace the very prin-
ciple ot which is equality and a com
mon participation in a common Dene-fi-t
The right state of mind, the right
feeling between nations, is as neces-
sary for a lasting peace as is the Just
settlement of vexed questions ot terri-
tory or of racial and national alleg- -
Vlance.
Right to Be the Basia of Term.
The eauallty of nations upon which
peace must be founded, It it is to last,
must be an equality of rights; the
guarantees exchanged must neltner
recognize nor imply a difference be-
tween big nations and small, between
those that are powerful and those
that are weak. Right must be used
upon the common strength, not upon
the Individual strength, of the nations
upon whose concert peace will depend
Equality of territory or ot resources
there, of course, cannot be; nor any
other sort of equality not gained in
the ordinary peaceful and legitimate
development of the peoples them-
selves. But no one asks or expect
anything more than an equality of
rlcht. Mankind Is looking now for
freedom of life, not tor equipoises ot
power.
And there is a aeeper ming uvoivea
than even equality of right among or-
ganized nation. No peace can last.
or ought to last, which does not recog
nize and accept the principle tnat gov-
ernments derive all their Just power
from the consent of the governed, and
that bo right anywhere exists to hand
people about from sovereignty to sov--
erelgn if it tney were property.
I take It for granted, lor instance, 11
I may venture upon a single example,
that statesmen everywhere are agreed
that there should be a united, inde
pendent and autonomous Poland, and
that henceforth an inviolable security
of ltie, ot woxshlp and ot industrial
and social development should bo
guaranteed to all people who have WataofsE.Colnmaw.WelDgtoa, IM). Boou fro. n .FñTEilTS
at ni
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High School Pupils
Take Whacks at our
Voting System
"A Secret Ballot for New Mex-
ico" is the subject of a prize es-
say contest just closed in the
high school of Koy, N. M., as the
Motto "PerAngusta,AdAgusta"'
Roy, Mora County, New Mexico, Saturday, FEBRUARY 3 1917Volume IV Number 9result of the efforts of a public
spirited citizen to get boys and
girls to think of New Mexico's Lena Lusk was absent Monday.
Alsrebra is is the next thincr nnneed of some form of an Aus
ralian ballot.
D
the Examination program.
The essays were received this
morning by the state depart ment
of education for gradiug. They
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Ernest Cochrane Editor.
Clara Martin 1st Assistant.
Clifton Downing 2nd. Assistant
Reporters -- All Students
School Board
F. A. Rot, Chairman.
Remigio Lopez, Secretary.
F. S. Brown, v Member.
throwan interesting side light on
the views of ihe young people of
There was one New scholar en-
rolled Monday.
Roy is greatly in need of a
Four Year High School.
You are' invited to visit the
Seventh and Eighth grades.
Several pupils are just now get-
ting over the Holiday Vacation
sufficiently to get backin scnool.
We are very grateful to those
who assisted us in makingthh Pie
Supper a success.
School was closed Monday
afternoon and al! day Tueiy
because of the lack ol fuel.
the state concerning a secret bal
Letter from
Supt. Wagner
Jan. 26, 1917
Supt. J. E. Russell,
Roy, New Mexico
Dear Mr. Russell:
I have your invitation to attend
the Teachers' Association Feb-
ruary 22-2- 3 and shall be glad to
accept the invitation conditioned
on the possibility of my getting
away from therejn timo in or-
der to attend the N. M. E- - A. in
Kansas City on the 26t1i. Some
one from this office will be the-
re and I want to thank you for
the invitatioN.
We received manuscripts and
justas soon as I hae a little
time will make you the report on
them. These manuscripts were
given our editor of the New Mex-
ican and he had a very nice
.
half
column article publishing little
extracts from each paper in the
daily New Mexican a few days
ago. If you do not get the New
Mexican iu your town, let me
know and I will send a copy over
to yoa so that you can show to
childern and to Mr. Floershiem.
x Very truly yours,
Jonathan H. Wagner.
State Superintendent.
lot which is one of tht subjects
before the presen t state legislature
"AUf the Tenth grade was
back on the job Monday.
Basket-Ba- il is tho main sport
now.
Marie Cochrane cam e back to
school Monday morning after an
bsence of two weeks.
The popnlar girl contest Fri-
day night was hotly contested.
Helen Bruce was absent last
Friday and again Monday.
for consideration.
Fern Depew, in her essay says
Girls Go Tq
Tucumcari
Wednsday merning Prof. Rus-
sell received a challenge, by tel-
ephone from the Tucumcari Girls
Basket Ball Team for a game at
Tucumcari Fri. night Feb. 2nd. ,
and Feb. 3rd.
The pie supper giren last Fri-
day night for tho benefit of the
Basket Ball teams was a success
Tha proceeds was about $24.00
which will be used to buy equip-
ment for the teams.
Koy and Cecile Self are back in
school after a weeks absence on
account of illness.
We wish that whoever it is
that does not know how to be-
have themselves away" from
home would please be careful
of what they do around the sch-
ool building.
Teachers
"What is meant by a secret bal
let? By a secret ballot I mean a Prin.7th ahd 8thGrades.
Ith and 6th Grades.secret way of voting. A way by
which every man may safely vote
J. E. Russell,
Clara. Russell,
Eugenia Roy,
Mary Waters
Lorrink Lowky
Dan Jenkins
Myra DeFrees
4th Grade
2nd and 8rd Grade
2nd Primary
1st Primary
his own sentiments without being
abnsed; a method by which he
may vote his honest way of think
ing without losing his job, and
making his family destitute as a
consequence. "Then follows ades-criptio-
of the open ballot, enum
We girt below a report of the attend
ance in each room of tha school, for
each week, If you will watch this re-
port you will be able to keep in close
touch with your school and as a resulteratingafew of the evils familiar
be more able to judge of its present
and futdri needs.
to the men who have voted at the
polls In this state. Mis3 Depew
holds the view that the Austra
lian ballot will be quite suitable
for the needs of New Mexico
PROGRAM
of the
Teachers' Association
Will be
in this space
"Next Week
J. H. Wagner, state
and
M. Rudolph, County Supt.
' Will be present
voters today.
High School 15
7th and 8th Grade 26
6th and tith Grada 38
4th Grade 30
2nd and 3rd Grade 30
Second Primary 30
First Primary 62
Total 221
, Pockets.
The Amiable Imbecile who is nlwayt
springing something on the unwary
has a new one. He rushes up to yon
nnd cackles: "IIow many pockets you
got? Answer quick." Ton answer,
"six," or "seventeen," according to
your conservativo or radical Impulses.
Tho Amiable Imbecile grins broadly
nnd tells you to "count 'em." You
count thorn and find that you have
missed It by anywhere from two to
ten, 1C you arc wearing a three-plec- o
suit. Tho Amiable Imbecile says he
knew you couldn't toll how many pock-
ets you had, and goes away and tries
It on someone cl.se. The lalad of man
does not seem equal to the task of
computing man's pockets on short no-
tice, lie Is stampeded by an abrupt
inquiry on the wibjeet ami makes the
most outlandish estimates. A woman
is different a married woman, any-
way. If ynu really want to know how
nnny pockets n man has, don't bother
with Mm. Ask his wife.
Best candy in town, at Fair-vie- w
Pharmacy.
adv. tf
High School
Play
"The Kingdom of
Heart's Content"
In Three Acts
Feb. 23rd,
More Later
Snow White has found her
prince at last.
Erma Russell calls the secret
ballot a "secluded ticket" and
pronounces the Australian ballot
even more secret than the voting
machine, adding that the people
of New Mexico are not entirely
sovereign because of the present
ballot system. Concluding, the
writer says New Mexico has
tried the present ballot system
and found it wanting.
Ernest Cochrane, in his essay,
takes a whack at the vest pock-
et ballot system, saying that it
leads to boss control and political
rings. He adds that an Austral-
ian ballot would help in prevent-
ing the purchase of election.
Claude Brashears says 'there
seems to be need of an improve-
ment in the presentballot system
of this state and adds that the
common people are the persons
injured by a bad voting system.
He predicts that in time New
Mexico will have other means of
expressing the people's will such
as theinitiative, referendum, and
recall, but the secret bailot must
serve as advance agent of these
reforms.
Miss Virginia Martin says that
the advantages and virtues of a
secret ballot remain hidden until
brought out by the e i!s that are
carried on during elections. She
adds that advancement is the
earnest desire of every state and
New Mexico should move for-
ward and not backward.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
The party who took the pliers
out of Ernest Cochrane's car last
Friday niht is known and had
better, return them without fur-
ther trouble.
Perry Smith has been absent
from school several days.
The Seventh grade Geography
class are strtinj thier review.
j Must Havs Real Experience.
"Gnu uaunot knew war witnout ha
ing been under fire." Exchange.
Final examination in one book
of English last week, and one
more object accomplished.
- 10 percent discount on all In-
ternational Stock Food at Fair-- ,
view Pharmacy, This offer rood
until March 15th. adv.
0
The ninth grnde is getting
fine in their Agriculture, we
look for some farmers from this
Class.
Trust tho Cabmen.
I trust a csblact minister exactly as
f tru.it a cabman, lió is a ni.i::; and
thero l;i no reason to supyosc he is
mad. I!e is not gcuuraily so enter-taimnt- f
on a cabrvun; out it happens
to be his business at the nioniunt to
(Mvo th nautical cab. ami he wlil
Col-.:- .
IJjr ccm!)h Jus niacíy-.'or- r raí ts oí
.f.pr"r rud six parts of anti.-noii- and
adding a eoiail jur.-r.i- of magnesium
cnroonnto to lncreaso tho weight, u
f.i:bFtili!ld for gold z produce This
n'.'oy, it is said, caa bo drawn, worked
end soldered rauch t'io ramn as gold
nd it also takes and retain.; a gold
.aiish. It cur. bo made for aboit. 25
oeatf, it pound when Its constituent
:ar. be bought at normal prices.
jM gat u. t!irojh tl.o !iioc any bet
ter because I aai continually snatch-
ing at the ruins. Chesterton.
Greece's Petroleum Springs.
- Petroleum springs In Greece, de-
scribed by a historian of 400 years
before Christ and viewed during tho
succeedinj 2,.'!00 years as nothing
more than curiosities, are soon to be
exploited by capitalists of tho vicinity 34
In Nebraska in Early Days.
Truo cats, larger than tho modern
tiger, short-legge- rhinoceroses, mas-
todons with tusks in both tho upper
and lower jaw and a great va'ety of
wolflike carnívora made their home
In Nebraska some years ago, or, to be
exact, In the tertiary period when
tnat state was an expanse of swampy
lowland, covered with vegetation no
unlike that r.f the Amazon wilder-
nesses of the present day.
SPECIAL!í
Church Directory
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at Christian Churcn. Your
presence is necessary.
Rev. G. B. Hall, Supt
v
.
,Y. P. S. C. E.
II. M. IIenson, IVesident
Miss Lillian CkinV.r, Sec'y,
Meets at tbe Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-
ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
9 191 7 Will Be a History Making Year j A Compjete Paper For the Family. The
The Times Will Keep You Posted. 'Full Very Best Special Features, by Leading
Associated Press Report Writen and Artists. The
."Covering the World." . ... Beit Editorial, Market.
Local News. News of K A PC l ÍM Mining, Society and SportTexas, New Mexi- - UXlWEXLll H Pages Every Day
co and Arizona by in the Year Make
SfiSisrs Siikrrmtinn Ratp rL--
Dairy Stock
A bunch of yearling Jersey
Heiffers ind a few Jersey Cows.
See them at our ranch, La Cinta
Canyon. II. D. Upton
T2 pd. Solano N. M.
Optimistic Thoimhu
Life Is too short to be spent in
animosity or rn"iot)i7 wrongs.
Mexico. t,wrvv "VV VRrst Always." . 4
; Morning Timesi
TH 10 SOITHWKSTS OXE BIG NEWSPAPER
During "Bargain Days" Only FEB. 1 to FEB. 28, 1917
CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announc-
ed in advance. '
Rev. Fr. Ant. Celliek.
Priest in charge,ENGLISH EDITION SPANISH EDITION
Daily
and
By
Mail
n i
By
Kail
Only
Methodist Episcopal Church
SEKVICKS ON ROY CIRCUIT
1st & M Sundays at 7.30 P. M
Ri:v V. E. Aksman, Pustor.
0 Payab'e in Sunday Payable in UMy
Advance
One Year
Advance
One Year
I lUulnr Rate, $5.00 per year; 50c per month II
Daily and Sunday
IU ltaie. $3.00 per je:ir. "5c- - per month
BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each month.
Services 11. A. M., 7.30, P. M.DailV and Sunday
l THE UNIVERSAL CA1?
I . Roy Ga rage
and LIVERY
.
II c Cars Housed and Cared fori
j
?
, At Reasonable Rates. ?&
Repair WcTrk TsíIT V
F. S. EroWIl, Proprietor
I ROY, NewMex. ..I
tin 1 mu i
Jor
ñnafe5i Ml.EnglishEdition
Year t Payable in Payable in Year
Advance Advance
7EM7EHED BY CARRIER OR AGENT.
CHRISTIAN
ROY
Services first Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a.'m. and 7.30 p. m.
PLEASANT 'VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,-p.-
Second Sunday at 3, p.m.
MILLS -
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m
: '"
.
O. W. HEARPastori.
DELIVERED rY CARRIER OR AJET.
Give your order to nny Time Agent, nsk your Postmaster, or send direct to The Times.
DONT FORGET! Good Only Daring February
YOU SAVE NEARLY FIFTY PER ENT
3 Ü tnT;T:;,;ir:i.,;,.rn,n:M.,r0C
